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Ledger a Times Sports Editor
It was-the ftrIt-everfootbail banquet for a first-ever high srhadtforitball team.
Bill Hutson, former pro football star with the San Diego Chargers and Buffalo
Bills spoke to the team about ethics, emotion, and success in football.
Troy Garland copped the top award in the Calloway County High School's first
football banquet, held at the high school cafeteria Thursday evening. Several hun-
drea/Aalved up to.eat, get the awards and listen to Hutson', now an assistant prin-
cipal at Henry County High School.
Garland, runningback on the Laker jayvee team and a linebacker on defense,
Was elected as the Most Valuable Player and presented with the award by Laker
head coach Stan Outland. • -
There were four other major awards given during the ceremonies. Freshman
—11ick Harrow, a runiiingbact and cornerback, was named as the Most-Improved
Player.
The "110 Percent Award" went to jayvee nose guard Allen Routh while the Best
Blocker Award went to freshman-jayvee tackle Richard Young. A pair of jayvee
_players won the "Headhunter Award" given fo the Pip defensiveilayer,Tteceiirin4 
the award were corrierhacki Roy Williams and John Canady.
A football star at Meniphis State from 1958 through 1961, Hutson was drafted by
San Diego in-1961 and was the piargers' second pick. The following year he was
traded to Buffalo where he remained until 1968.
While with the Bills, Hutson was named to several All-Pro teams and was regar-
ded as one of the top offensive linemen in the American Football League.
'Cone Of-ffie first thinia flutiOn'aidTvii iddiseredit rumors abutliiithics in pro
football.
"I guarantee you, there is nobody who plays just fa the money. You have to eat
dirt, bleed and sweat too much. Pro football is probably the most honest game
phlyed today. I really think when you 86e a game; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii honest people
play an honest game.
"We were having these team parties in Buffalo and little did we know it hut there
had been some representatives of the Mafia in attendance," Hutson said.
Hutson went on and explained how the police, Federal Bureau of Investigation
aid other law enforcement agencies had their own representatives at parties after
'finding out the Mafia people were trying to establish connections with the players.
Hutson said one of the keys to playing football is emotion.
"You have to have it. You can't go out and calmly knock somebody's head off. In
order to be men, boys need to associate With men. High school football is one of the
few places that can happen.
"It can't happert in a car, driving down the road with your arm around your
girlfriend. That's the worst thing a parent can do, to buy their child a car. I realize
I'm Stepping on some toes here but it's sea fact," Hutson.added. -
"Success is one of the primary things football teaches. I didn't always win every
battle. But I-felt nobody cotdd whip fne-You have to keep.believing you catiwin: If
you don't do it in the second quarter, stay in there. You can do it in the third or even
fourth Quarter.
"And to be a success, you have-fti ben dreadier. You have to set goals yet at the
same time, know how to achive theinaThere is no such thing as:a favorable wind
to a ship that hag nottestinatiorifif you don't knOiiwhere'you are griing, you're CAA
going to get there.
"We don't live in a world of gray. You either win or you lose, you succeed or fail.
Thirothbetween. You .get exattlY-what you give.
"If you are a success, it's because you worked hard to get it," Hutson added.
Hutson Outlined seven 'steps to.success:  . _
-Learn to have respect for certain things, students, teachers, the school, the
team, etc.
See STAR,
Page 16. Column 5
MVP WINNER - Troy Garland (center) won the Most Valuable Player
Award Thursday night at the first Calloway County High School Football
Banquet. On the left is Laker head coach Stan Outland and on the right is
the featured speaker at the banquet, former professional football star Dick
. Hutson Hutson is now the assistant principal at Henry County High School,
Paris, Tenn.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
•
'NOW REHEARSING - 'Story Thiatre; a collection of Aesop's Fables and The Grimm Brothers' Fairy Tales for the
young at heart is now in rehearsal. The production, which is a presentation of the Murray-Calloway County Com-
munity_Theatre, is scheduled for December 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 at 7:00 p.m. at sever)l of the local schools. Shown here
Laing directions from Stage Manager Anne Chapman jcenterrare Ladle MaiseYaricTChrii6e HOWaracitanCkreftr
and Billie Barrett (ort-the floor).
Despite Arab Opposition, Sadat
Ready For Historic Israel Trip
JERUSALEM (API - A party of 60
Egyptian officials and security experts
flew to Israel today to prepare the way
for President Anwar Sadat's historic
but risky weekend visit, the first by an
Arab leader to the Jewish state since
independence in 1948.
Despite stiff opposition from • Arab
leaders and two key resignations in his
gU5ttiilue.Ii, Egyptian President'
Anwar Sadat plans to carry through
with his historic trip to Jerusalem,
where the Israelis have plunged into
last-minute preparations for the
dramatic weekend visit.
Sadat Met Thursday at his Ismailia
residence with U.S. Ambassador to
Egypt Hermann Eilts and formally
accepted Prime Minister Menahem
Begin's invitation to address the
Knesset, the Israeli parliament.
Sadat will fly Saturday night to Ben-
Gurion International Airport, where he
will be greeted by Begin, President
Ephraim Katzir and a military band.
Sadat is to speak Sunday in the Knesset.
His acceptance capped a chain of
events that began Nov. 9 when he told
the Egyptian parliament that he would
go anywhere, including the Knesset, to
further the cause of Middle East peace.
*gin' quickly issued a • series of
statements inviting Sadat to come and
finally a formal invitation, transmitted
through U.S. ambassadors in
Jerusalem and Cairo because Israel
and Egypt do not have diplomatic
retions.
party of aCklapttaii officials Ad
security experts was to arrive in Israel
today to prepare the ground for the
firstever visit bfiin Arab leader to the
Jewish state. Security authorities faced
numerous, problems, the worst being
Sadat's plan to pray Sunday at
Jerusalem's Al Aqsa mosque, where
Jordan's King Abdullah was killed in
1951 by a Palestinian extremist because
he accepted Israel's right to exist.
Sadat had not been expected before
Nov. 24, and preparations for the visit
became almost frenzied.
"It's like the days of the Messiah,"
airport workers were heard to exclaim
as the Egyptians descended the ramp
from their government's Boeing 737 to
the tarmac at Ben-Purion International
--Arrport, 30 miles rest of-Jerusalem.
'About 100 workers on hand ipplaucred
vigorously. .
The arrival of the Egyptians, led by
Sadat's office direator Hassan Kemal,
was broadcast live.on Israeli television.
They were greeted by Kemal's Israeli
,counterpact, Eliahu- ben-Eihs, r and .
Ephraim Evron, foreign ministry
director-general.
'We are very happy to be here, and-
especially at'the welcome accorded our
Egyptian plane," Kemal said in an
Arabic-languae greeting. "We left
Egypt with a prayer in our heart and
faith in Allah, and we shall have faith
because our intentions are pure and we
do want peace."
"You can't imagine how happy the
Egyptian people are," one of the
Egyptians told a reporter.. ,
Legislative Committee Agrees
To Draft Service Contracts Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -The issue
of personal service contracts, has
stirred up some KentuCky legisAators,
and they have decided to take some
action.
A legislative committee Thursday
agreed to draft a bill for the 1978
Legislature which would give it the
power to oversee the issuance of such
contracts.
It approved the suggestion of Rep.
Arthur Schmidt, R-Cold Spring, for a
WI to creates subcornmitteesintilaeao -
one which reviews administrative
regulations of state agencies.
The question came up unexpectedly
as the Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue was routinely reviewing
personal service contracts of the past
few months.
Such contracts are awarded without
competition for professional services
which supposedly could not be handled
feasibly by fulltime state employes.
Critics of Gov. Julian Carroll's ad-
ministration contend many are
awarded to political cronies for tasks of
dubious value.
The Department of Finance and
Administration has said it is beginning
to reform the system by tightening
awarding procedures and demanding
__proof of satisfactory work. _
Individual legislators have raised
questions at previous interim com-'
mittee sessions „about such contracts,
but the latest outcry had a bipartisan
flavor and apparent committee
endorsement.
"Why don't we just say, 'You can't
Progress Slows On Compromise Energy Bill
WASHINGTON AP )
Congressional conferees are making
progress toward a compromise-energy
bill, but the pace is so slow that doubts
are being raised over whether the task
can be finished this year.
"At the rate we're going, we'll be
lucky to get natural gas resolved by
rhristrnas," said Sen. Bennett John-
ston, D-La_. leader of the Senate
conferees.
The administration has placed a
major emphasis on getting a bill this
year. President Carter has said the
reputation of his,first year's domestic
program hinges on what Congress does
with energy.
Johnston acknowledged the
possibility that Congress may not finish
work on energy until next yea.
"Mere S n0 partituitirptr, gltrttifler. 31
versus Jan. 1, although we still hope to
finish this year," he-said.
Some, of the biggest differences
between the two chambers - including
natural gas price regulation and energy
taxes-have yet to be dealt with.
The conference panel that has been
meeting for five weeks on non-tax
aspects of the energy bill made some
headway Thursday in resolving an
impasse over electric rates.
The conferees approved Thursday a
measure encouraging but not requiring
states to consider conservation factors
in setting electric rates.
It was a compromise between the
House bill, containing President
Carter's -proposals for mandatory
Jedefal rate-making standards, and the
Senate bill, which left rate-making
enureiy-to VIESLIrter—r--
Carter wanted to require electric
utilities to charge lower rates for poser
used during offpeak times and ht.:her
rates when demand was heavy. He also
wanted to end rate discounts for big
industrial users.
Under the compromise,
regulatory agencies would still hay, ti
consider these standards but would •,,
be required to adopt, them. Howe •
they would have to explain a failun
do so to the federal government. ,
Some electric rate issues still mu
resolved, including whether sp%
'lifeline" electric rates should be a: •
to the elderly, reducing their ele,
bills by as much as 40 percent. 1} '}
provision was approved earlier b!
Senate but not the House.
t.haiiflth1t die tax --de•
have _any personal service _contracts
'unless you justify it'?" asked Rep. Joe
Clarke, ,D-Danville, committee
chairman.
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-Frankfort,
raised the possibility of using -sunset





The Murray-Calloway County Transit
System announces the cancellation of
the regular route bus effective Monday,
Nov.21.
"It was felt that due to the increase in
county and city passengers this bus can
better serve the community as another
on call bus," according to Steve Zea.
committee chairman.
In order to receive the- bus service
call 753-9725 Monday through Friday
from Sam. to noon and from 1 p.m to 5
p.m.
The transit office and buses are not in
service on Saturday, Sunday, and
holidays.
The system has two buses currently
running in the local transit system.
Zea said the system averages over
1,000 ,passengers per month. It serves
primarily the city, but Zea said that
with the additional bus on , call, the
system will be .able to serve -more ,
county residents.
The on call service is a 5Q cents
donation, Zea said, and half priced
centives for .eneriiy conservation 'and tickets can be obtained through the •
-prettarttoir:
ferences between the two houses may
not be resolved until conferees finish
work on natural gas - which some
congressional leaders say could take
most of December.
The conferenc- e committee must
reconcile the House vote to keep price
controls on natural gas, as requested by
Carter, with the competing Senete
proposal to lift the controls after two
years.
The House passed three Carter'
proposed taxes on crude oil, on fuet-
inefficient ears and on industrial use of
oil and natural gas. The Senate ap-
proved the industrial use tax but
rejected the other twocvoting instead





A Mayfield - man faces a host of
charges in both Murray and Henry
County, Tenn., following a high speed
chase thatlesitanifrQuiM11111Y19 1404
outside Paris early today.
The man, 29-year-old Harry L.
Walker, is charged in connection with
failing to pay for some gas at a local
-service station, and fleeing from police
at speeds in excess of 110 miles per
hour, according to Murray Police
Department spokesmen.
Henry County Sheriff's Department
'stopped-him with 11- • reactbldelrisear-L:--- -
Valentiae's .Groce_. cyjust outside. Pada.:
about 2 a.m. toclay.
Walker is in Henry County Jail,
Paris, where he faces no operator'a
license and driving while intoxicated
charges.
AeCo-i'ditig- to—the- Murray Police
spokeiman, Walker faces charges here
of driving while intoxicated, no
operator's license, reckless, driving,
wanton endangerment, theft of ser-
vices, fleeing from the police. The man
is charges-in connection with driving in
excess of 110 miles per hour in a 55 mile
zone.
the police spokesman said the in-
rident occured when _Walker stopped
for gas at J. am-I-ST-Oil on South 12th in
Murray and left without paying.
Walker alluded Murray Police and
heeded . south into Tennessee, the
spokesman said. Local authorities
alerted Henry County Sheriff's
Department, which threw up the




An eight-year-old Murray youth,
David Potter, is in Murray Calloway'
County Hospital for observations after
being struck by a vehicle at Sixth and
Olive in Murray today.
Young Potter, son - of Mr. and Mrs.
Rottaiie Higgins; was admitted _to the
city-county hospital with injuries to the
_head, face and chest, according to a
hospital spokesman. • -
According to Murray Police, the
youth was struck by a vehicle driven by
.Cronelia N. Angle, 31, Route 5, Muriay.
Police said the youth was standing on
the north side of Olive waiting for the
school bus, and apparently seeing the
bus coming down the street, ran into the
street, into the path of the Angle
vehiele,-which pas tiiieiling -west.-en
Olive.
The accident occured about 7:29 a.m.
Police said a number of witnesses saw
the accident. Mrs. Angle's vehicle left




Max B. Hurt, Kirksey., has been
elected chairman of the First
Congressiilhal District steering com-
mittee for the Governor's Pre-White
House Conference on Libraries and
Information Services.
Two Murray residents Were also
named to the corfunittee. Dr. Alvin H.
Kopperud and Joan Wilson.
Dr. Kopperud wilt serve as co
km Irian for ---the --commttee--
purpose of the conference is to deter-
mine how - library and information
services can better serve the needs Of
the citizens of Kentucky, according to a,
spokesman.
inside toda







Deaths dr Funerals 16
Horoscope 5
1.et's Stay Well 11





Mostly sunny today, high in the
mic1.60s. Clear and cold tonight,
low in the mid 30.3,-.tol nefir 40.
Partly sunny and a little-warmer






The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet in the
sanctuary of the First
Christian Church on Tuesday,
November 22, qt 7:30 p.m.
Margaret Porter, director,
and Norene Winter, ac-
companist, urge all members
to attend to prepare for the
Christmas holiday program at
the Murray Woman's Club on
Sunday, December 4, at three
I .
Mr...4627/14-
with a corsage of white car-
nations with two small gold
rings attached.
The refreshment table was
adorned with la 'White lace
cloth and centered with an
--arrangement of burgundy and
_ pink silk flowers.
• The honoree was presented,
a slow-cooker as a gift from
the hostesses. Thirty-one






Citizens will meet at the
Comprehensive Care Center
at 702 Main StrieliNfiiirly-, on
Monday, November 21, at 7:30
_ The group will tow the
NORSWORTHY BOY Adult Activity Center and the
Mr. and Mrs. David Nor- Preschool area, and hear
sworthy of Murray Route One about the programs of these
are the parents of a baby boy, facilities.
• Miller, Opal Howard, and Bradley David, born. on All interested persons ate-
-Thelma, Warford. Monday, October 24, at the . welcome to attend, a
Murray:Cajloway County Spokesman Said1urttg. 
.
0.
_ eight pounds 11 ounces and COOKING FUN
Plans Monday Meeting measured 21 inches.
Grandparents are Mr. and SUNDAY SUPPER
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free Mrs. Jack Norsworthy and Cheese Dreams Green Salad
and Accepted _ Masons will Mr. and Mrs. Willis CI. Colson' , eFruit Beverage
CHEESE DREAMS
1.^2 cup grated (medium-fine)
sharp cheddar cheese
12 cup finely diced cooked
ham
Mayonnaise -
1 to 2 tablespoons catchup
4 slices dark-grain bread
8 slices fresh tomato
Curry powder
Stir together the cheese,
llam.'1_to _2 tablespoons may-
onnaise and the catchup. Toast
bread lightly; spread cheese
mixture ,over one side of each
..slice-covering edges; top with
tomatoes. Spread tomatoes with
mayonnaise and sprinkle with
curry powder. Broil until hot
through, cheese mixture is a
little runny and top is flecked
golden-brown. Serve at once.
Makes 2 hearty servings; recv-
ipe may be increased.
meet Monday, November 21,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall,
Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Rd.
All members are urged to
attend, lodge officers said.
all of Murray. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Starkie Colson, Sr., and Mrs.
Pearl Short of Murray and
Mrs. Rosa Clayton of Calvert
City.
I wish to thank most sincerely all my frien-
ds and supporters and the Murray State
Republican Club who worked for me in the
November election.
•
Irma G. La Follette
Political Ad Paid For by Irma G. La Follette
i;••...,;.•1•;•.;1;••;2;••;1;•••isu.v., ..:§40:x•cootit.a.,;s;e•;1;••4..-•:;&;...i.v.;.;;.•4;,••0.•.;t;.•;2;••;1;••;:;,.•4;••;2„;••avrv
to • r7T,.'“".• 'Ms ea4•44
Don't Be Fooled
41
By Service Claim's ,
-
:!)e.
By So-Called Low Prices
Our prices are lower than the discount
houses and we have a larger selection of
Hoover and tureka vacuums.
111:.
WE OFFER PERSONEL SERVICE, LOW PRICES, IN-
HOUSE WARRANTY AND LARGE SELECTION.
There is N6- Herover or --Ettieka warranty
slation in Western Kentucky. ONLY we have
over 2000 parts to.Iservi,ce every vacuum _
cleaner we sell under warranty.
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Shower Held For Recent Bride Here
The Community Room of chose to wear a below the knee
the Murray Federal Savings burgundy skirt and co-
and Loan was the scene of a ordinating cowl-necked
shower held in honor of Mrs. sweater and was presented
Dan Woods, nee Debbie




Barrett, and Doyle Barrett, all
aunts of the bride, as
hostesses for the occasion.
For the event the honoree
Theta Department To
!fear Hanker Speak
The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, November 21,
at 7:30 p. m. at the club house.
"Wiiind-Credlt" will be
the subject of the program to
be presented by Bill Boyd,
president of the Peoples Hank
of .Murray, according to
Maxine Scott', program
chairman.








Open 10:6 Olytnpic Plaza








no all`' • •
We Have In Stock
Bags and'BeltFor
't Over 300 Vacuums
womuile VISA'
•  •Ve:4.;111Arr..itit biti•lbte Arile %MAI 110 r
.4
4,






Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta sigma Phi
will be at Community Room.
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, from six to nine p.m.
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be at Ellis Community
Center from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Exhibits in forged Ironwork
by Brent Kington and students
from Southern Illinois
University and in graphic
design by Bill Ransom of
Murray State will open today
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of Price Doyle Fine Arta
Center, MSU, and continue
through November 30. ,
Exhibits in prints and paper
by Martha Stalin, Salem, in
, photography by Richard
Adams, Fort Thomas, and in
printmaking by Phyllis
Wunderlin, Louisville, will be• shown at Clara M. Eaglegallery-el- Prim De* Fine
Arts Center, MSU, today
through December 7.
Saturday, November 19
. Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
twelve noon luncheon at the
club house with John Dale as
guest speaker.
Bake sale will be held by
Willing Workers Club of Hazel
in front of Singer Sewing
Center at 10:30 a.m.
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order
of the Eastern Star will have a
pre-Thanksgiving dinner at
six p.m. at the Douglas
Community Center.
Sunday, November 20
_ Mr. and Mrs. F_tey Ellison
will be honored on their 25th
wedding anniversary with a
- reception at the Southside
Restaurant from two to four
p.m.
Friday, November 18
Murray High Band Boosters
Orange Bowl Skate-In will be
from 10:30 p.m. to seven a.m.
at Roller Rink, US Highway
641 North.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes today,
Saturday, and Sunday. A chili
_supper will ---he served
Saturday night with J. B. and
Jo Burkeen and Ned and Beth
Wilson as wagorunasters._ .
Saturday, November 19Chapfer=M-or E 0 will. . .
have a luncheon at noon at the
home of Ann Herron at Hazel.
Square and round dancing
will be at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at 7:30 p.m. Farris Recital Hall, Fine Arts
_ Building, Murray State. 
Community Thanksgiving
service will be -at Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene
at seven p.m.
-Teen age soCialliir St. Leo's
Catholic Church has been
cancelled.
St. Leo's Church will have
an all parish skating party
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Skating Rink.
Freed-Hardeman Asso-
elates will have a craft sale
. from-two to four p.m. at the
Community Room of Murray
Federal Savings and Loan.
Faculty Brass Quintet and
Brass Trio of Murray State
University will present a
•-•,- -recital at 3:30 pre. -hi the
Favrell Recital,•Hall, Price,
Doyle in Arts Building -
'Alpha Dela--Chapter of Beta Sigma RV- -will continue at CommunityRoom, Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, from nine a.m. to
twelve noon.
Bazaar by Murray Senior
Citizens at Ellis Community
Center will continue from
eight a.m. to four p.m.
Transportation will be
provided by calling 753-9041
after 8:30 a.m.
Holiday bake sale will be
held from nine am to three
p.m. in front of Roses in
Central Shopping Center;
sponsored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Young Adult Class of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church will
have a potluck dinner at the
home of Mary ahd Gil Hopson
at 6:30 p.m.
Bake Sales by Murray High
School Band will be held in
front of Littleton's on down-
town court square and in front
of Say-Rite in Bel Air Shop-
ping Center from ten a.m. to
two p.m.
Progressive dinner by St.
John's Episcopal Church will
start at 6:30 p.m. with courses
to be served at the homes of
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Barrett,
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Nissenger,





collect for the telethon from




Per Pose in Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For S4.40
•No Limit *All Ages
*Groups Okay
Arftraft Studios
• The Professionals •
lISS.12* 733-1S3S
Fres Perils, la but
Recital by Deborah Gibson,
Louisville, flute, and Karen
Himrnen, Cahokia, Ill., per-
cussion, will be at two p.m. at
- Meaday, NeyiiisbirlI --
Murray Chapter of NSA will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
seven' p.m. with R. L. Cooper,
administrator, Health Center,
as speaker. Public is invited.
Theta Departmerfh_ Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with -Bill Boyd to
speak on "Women andCredit." - - - • •
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
the Calloway Public Library





Citizens will meet at the
Comprehensive Care Center
at 702 Main Street, Murray, at
7:30 p.m. for a tour of the
Adult Activity Center and the
Preschool area. All interested
persons are invited.
Rangers and Rangerettes _pi
WOW will have a pizza party
at Pagliai's at 6:30 p.m.
Recovery, Ineee ill meet at
the Health ce•'.iter, North
Seventh e,/0/.Jlive Streets, at
seven p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Hardin Senior Citizens will




Christmas —dinner forDecember 2 should be made
by today by sending four
dollars to Aurelia Batts, 902
Olive Street, Murray.
Tom Jackson will lecture on
"Guerilla Tactics in-the Job








has scheduled its annual
Christmas dinner for mem-
bers and guests on Friday
Decenibei 2, at 730 p. rn. ir.  
the Belhear :gymnasium.
Entertainment - will be
provided by the Faculty Jazz
Trio.
Several members will hold
open houses at six p.m. prior
to the _dinner. 
Anyone 'Who MS not been
contacted by a member-of the
telephone committee may
make reservations for the
dinner by sending four dollars
per person to Aurelia Batts,




The English call the merry
go-round a "roundabout.'
In France, where it was
first made 300 years igO; it
is named a carrousel..
Terri Burkeen Presents Program At
Meeting Of Independence Women
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Thursday,
November 10, at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Tern Burkeen in
charge of the program on the
subject of "Mediation."
Mrs. Jean Burkeen led in
group singing. Mrs. Inez
Hopkins showed special films
while Mrs. Tern Burkeen read
poems on the program theme.
Scripture from Isaiah 42:5-9
was read by Mrs. Myrtle
Jones. Terri and Cheryl
Burkeen sang e duet, "He Did
It All For Me."
The president, Mrs. Maurita
Burkeen, presided at the
business meeting. Reports
were given by Mrs. Mary
Phillips and Mrs. Nancy
Hopkins.
A Christmas program was
planned for 'Thursday,
December 8, at seven p.m. at
the church. This will be
presented by Jean and Cheryl
Burkeen. Gifts will be ex-
changed by sunshine friends.
Nine members and three
visitors 'Were present.-- -0,-
Luncheon Is Saturday
For Alpha Department
The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its noon luncheon off
Saturday, November 19, at
twelve noon at the club house.
Members note the change of
an earlier date of the month.
John Dale, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, will be the guest
speaker.








will return after a brief illness to his of-
fice at 807 Poplar for full time practice
for Obstetrics and Gynocology on
Thursday, Nov. 17th
You have again elected 'me to represenlyOu'on"
the Murray Common Council. A special thanks to - early of you who-voted and supported me in any
way. .•
I shall do my best to effectively represent ALL of
-you Throughout the next two years.
Again, Thank You °
David L. Willis
Political Ad Paid For By David Willis



































enming Up —"DAMNATION ALLEY" )
"BldAKING TR4IN111," 
Well Help You Bring The





"A few things Igot
right. I put summer
before winter,
didn't I?"
A IERR Y WEINTRAUB PRODUCT' IN
GEORGE BURNS • NNW DENVER • 'Oti GOD,
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.Several model's with browner
*Tap & Touch with meat probe and browner
*Space Saver with defrost cycle_
We carry a complete line of Tappan Products
Steele & Alibrillen








A meeting is planned for the
Gilbertsville Chapter of the
. Aglow Fellowship on Tuesday,
November 22, at Kenbar Inn.
Mary Virginia Parrish from
Hopkinsville will be --the
speaker. She is an outstanding
lay leader in prayer retreats
for all denominations. Her
first book, "Then Comes The
Joy" was published In
January 1977.
The meeting will begin at
IL30 a.m. ar_tenbar-
• Luncheon will be served first
in.the dining room and then_
the service of worship will
. begin at 12 noon.
In October, new officers
were elected for the Aglosi
. Fellowship. They are: Lou
Johnson .from Reidland as
president; Virginia Whitby
from Paducah an --vice;
prefiLdent. !Mount Varini
from Calvert City as
secretary; and Clara Nelle
Henson from Benton as
treasurer. These new officers
will assume their duties
before the January meeting.
All women• of the area are
invited to join with the group
for any or all the meetings.
For further information call
Ruth Holland at 527-8373.
Foster Home Scene
Just moved in?
I can help you out•
Don't worry_and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business-of-getting sattted. Help you begtn to enjoy your
new town ... good shopping, local attractions, communityopportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and tall me.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ii is it Is pleeporrA
ikffl M'r tiltiff•••ve
hell Ifrs. (7',,r,'
Thomas Ili inv.. !Ito,
fortm.r lelphir Brun -









Lorene Foster opened her
home for the October
meeting of the Eva Wall
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Verna-- -Mae Farley' presided
and opened with prayer.
two new officers are Lalla
Boyd, mission action, .and
Opal Reeves, treasurer. The
call. to prayer for
missionaries was given by
Mae Foster and Willie
Garland read the minutes. A
mission action project was
planned.
Margaret Taylor presented
the program on "Youth Work
In Austria." She was








served bY Mrs. Foster'.
While Shopping
Downtown
This Weekend Stop By
The Children's Corner
And Check Out Our
71ankspitk
10% OFF STOREWIDE
2 Racks 1/2 Price
20% Off All Coats
The Children's Corner.




By Abigail Van Buren
azz bah, chcazt Thbw iY Sod. Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am the secretary for a business
eIeentIvuntlelnurrditrmy boss handed the something-Le
a paper sack and said, "During your lunch hour, will you
please return this to the store from which it was
purchased, and ask them to credit ,my wife's charge
account." (I hate to return anything, but how could I
When I tried to return the Merchandise, I discovered it
was a girdle, and "intimate apparel" is not returnable. I
was embarrassed, humiliated and upset!
Abby, do you think a secretary should be expected to
run, errands like this for her boss?
How can I let him know I was hired as a secretary—not
messenger girl—without losing-my job? - - -
Right now I'm angry enough to write a letter of
resignation, but jobs aren't that easy to find. What should I
do? •
UPSET
DEAR UPSET rThe next time your boss asks you to do
something that is not in line with your secretarial duties,
speak up and state your objections. If he fires you, he fires
you. It's better than saying, "Yes, sir," while developing an
ulcer.
DEAR ABBY: There's a certain group of kids of school,
-aid if you don't belong ttbi group, you mighVas well be
dead.
How can I get in with them? My mother keeps telling me
there is nothing.wrong with me, but I'm begihaing to
wonder. . .
Can you 1 ieTp- Tri.??
NOT IN
•
DEAR NI:Yr: I.can't think of a bigger waste of 'thee and
energy than trYing to get "in" with a group of kids that
apparently has no interest in you.
Strive to' do Well In your studies. Always be as
well-groomed as possible. Be pleasant, cheerful and kind.
Don't gossip. Be friendly, but not forward. And if you have
one vi;orthwhile friend—that's enough.
-DEAR ABBY: What makes for sexual compatibility in
marriage? There must be millions of married couples who
read your column and w_Lul!1 o..‘appreciat_your thoughts on, 
WONDERING IN FT. DODGE
DEAR WONDERING: Sexual ▪ compatibility means
mutual sexual satisfaction and fulfillment. Ideally, it is
achieved by open and honest communication about what
each party likes land does not like) in sexual relations.
It sounds easy to achieve, but because so many people
have grown up with hang-ups and inhibitions about sex,
RI not all that simple. Sexual' comjtib11fty begins ivith,
total honesty and the ability to articulate one's feelings and
desires.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DEEPLY INVOLVED AND NO
RgdRETS IN BURLINGAME": If not for your own
protection, consider the heartbreak arena revelation-could -
cause your husband and family. Destroy those letters, and
don't carry them with you for "safe keeping." Should you
be involved in an accident and their contents are revealed,
if you live, you'll be a dead duck.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you know how to
get people to lik• you, my new booklet. "Hew Too Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Seed- $1 alepg with a long, self-addressed, stamped (24
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. •-e
Joe Pat Winchester Shows
Slides At Group., Meeting
The Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women met at the parsonage
on Monday, November 14, at
seven p.m. with Maxine
Nance, president, presiding.-




The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will present a program en-
titled "Communications" with
R. L Cooper, Administrator of
the Calloway County Health
Center, as the guest speaker
on Monday, November 21, at
Wen p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center on Olive
Street.
The program will include a,
special report by Mrs. Anita
Thomas, CPS, who along with
Mrs. Mayre Briggs, Mrs.
Joyce Haley, Mrs. Faye Wells,
CPS, and Mrs. Mia Wilson
attended and represented the
local Chapter at the Southeast
District Secretarial Con-




chairman and secretary '1
Thomas Shirley, CPA, says
area secretaries are cordia.h
Invited and encoureged
attend this informati%.
prograrn and NSA mfetir:.'
Reservations
Plans were discussed for the
Week of Prayer for Foreign
Missions and a book study.
The group will also furnish
food for a meal for the
studeTfi .s althe Baptist Student
Center. Ruth Warren gave the
calendar of prayer.
Faye Orr, program
chairman, introduced Joe Pat
_Winchester who. showedslides
of his recent trip to Trinidad
with the Rev. Calvin Wilkins.
Refreshments were served
by Hattie Lee Galloway and
Linda Cooper, assisted by
Gladys Williamson. The
theme of Thanksgiving was
used with the refreshments
served buffet style from a
decorated table.
Others present were
Mildred Cooper, Mary Turner,
Dorothy Brandon, Juanita
Collins, Frances Paschall,
Betty Lockhart, and Mary
Kathryn Starks.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Mildred Ramsey of
Hardin has been dismissed
from the Weptern Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. -
BENTON PATIENT
Luna McWane of Hardin
was dismissed November 8
from the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
PATIENT AT BENTON
(Xis Darnell of Ktrksey was
drifnillied—NoVerntkf 8 from






Thomas- Home Scene Coffee-For Bride:
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Mrs. Dan Woods,
the former Debbie Wilson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Wilson, was the &diet
held at the home of Joyce
Thomas on Saturday,
November 5, from 10":30 a.m.
to twelve noon. Mr. Woods is
MrizzAlo.
MARCUM BOY
Mr. and Wr1.-13111- Marcum,
201 South Third Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Jonathan Earl,
weighing nine pounds two
ouncet, born on Saturday,
October 22, at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The father is an apprentice
funeral director and em-
balmer at the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Marcum of
Sikeston, Mo., and Mr. and




Remember finger wave hair
Styles from the Xrs?-Thiy're
back again. For anyone too
young to remember, finger
waves are made with,
tIatttr.tig.X. IOW tingers,.Push
your hair while damp into its
natural lines, and let it dry
naturally or under a heat lamp
for a few minutes: - •
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Woodt.,
Mrs. Thomas was assisted
in the hostesses' duties by
Linda Cooper, who presented
the honoree with a pink car-
notion corsage— lbe_boinoree
was attired in a tan corduroy
three piece pant suit. They
also presented corsages to




colors of pink and cranberry,
the bride's chosen colors. An.
arrangement of pink car;
nations and cranberry mums
was used whfCh was anklet:
by pink tapers. Crystal and
silver appointments were
used. =
About thirty persons called
during the morning how-s.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




We have the onswer for your
weekend fun
Pumpkin Pies, Cakes, Cupcakes,










America has a big taste for fried
chicken, ,?n.cl.rip one knows how to
satisfy thattastetetterthan Jerry's '
Our crisp, golden 4-Piece Pride-
Fried thicken Dinner comes with
your choice of potatoes, cole slaw,
, roll arid butter










Come and join us for this annual event
punch, cookies & coffee will be served
Free Carnations For The Ladies
Register For Free Door Prizes
407 Poplar Florist 753-6100
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Sunday School
Lesson
lls II. .1 hiles
• Christians And
Their Government
.1n the latter part of His early
Ministry-Christ -availed- Himself of the
opportunity to teach the early
a•much needed lesson about
their relationship and responsibility as
citizens to the government under which
they lived. _
Luke 20:20-26
- Christ's enemies were busy at the
nef a ricruS trYinglo entrap' Him t
--Nin His speech and _thereby arouse
disfavor toward Him on the part of the
Roman authorities. Drawn together in
their hatred of Christ, these crafty-and
cruel Pharisees and Herodians met,
exchanged ideas, formed an alliance in
opposition to -Rim andrConcOctid
clever Scheme to lure Hifn into self-
incrimination, and thus allow them to
condemn Him.
These hypocritical and unscrupulous
enemies were not interested -n.-
ascertaining the truth, but were
seeking an admission from Christ
which, they could twist ,into a charge
'against -Him, Their diabolical scheme
was to propound a question to the
Master that, regardless. of how He
might answer it, would bring upon Him
the hatred of the populace or the
punishment of the secular authorities.
These .critics, asked Christ an ex-
- ceedingly delicate and TrialieiotislY
• subtle question, the intent of which was-
to ensnare Him. Starting With words of
smoothest flattery, they asked Him:
"Is it lawful for us to give tribute unto
Caesar, or no?" In other words, they
-asked .: itlairfurto Ptiy taxes to the'
Roman government?" If Christ had
answered their question it the af-
firmative, they would have reported
- HAM asbeing..disloyalto arid lacking in
zeal for the Jewish nation. If Christ had
answered in the negative, they would
-have branded Him as a seditionist.
---- • As ttlways,-our-Lord-was equal to the -
occasion. Perceiving their craftiness
.• and beigg unwilling to fall into their-
trap, and as an indication that Hesaw
Looking Back
10 Years Agv.
Fire almost destrOyed Kelley's Pest_
Centro! at 100 -Soutlf 13tte" Street-this
morning about seven o'clock.
The Murray Civitan Club launched its.
annual fruit cake sale with a dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn. Hayden
Rickman is chairman for the cake
Dan• _ Miller, Betsy Sprunger, Rita
Hurd, Melanie Boyd, Kathy Rayburn,
and Richard Hodge, all of Murray, have
been elected as class officers at Murray
- State University., . .
Janice Nesbitt, worthy-matron; and -
William 'Moffett, worthy patron,
presided at the meeting of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star held at the Masonic Hall..
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the Sedalia Lions, in -a.
basketball game with Stan Key being
high point man for the Lakers and
Charles Hensonhigh point man for the
Lions.
• 20 Years Ago
Rapidly rising water. this morning
covered the entire area east of the
'railroad here. 'The ' evacuation of
families started about noon and af-
fected about twelve families. A 6.4 inch
rain during the past two daya has
caused the damage in Murray _ and
Calloway County.
PFT Harold B. Phillips, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Phillips, recently
participated in a tactical jump with the
11th Airborne Division near Augsburg,
Germany. • - -
Deaths reported include Mrs. 0. T.
Hale and Mrs. Ralph Wear.
Joe Dick, agricultural representative
of the Bank of Murray, has been ap-
pointed Calloway Agricultural
Cl Ian of -Calletsvay-Gotinty los the
Kentucky Bankers Associations.
Buford _Hurt, Kentucky Woodmen of
the World manager, will be guest
speaker at the annual homecoming and
community supper_ at Faxon School on
November 22. The event will be
sponsored by the Mothers Club.
30 Years Ago
Murray will usher in the Christmas
season on November 25 with a parade in
the downtown area. Santa Claus will
come to Murray, by air and will be met
at the airport bii" an official delegation
headed by Mayor George Hart.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lizzie
Downey, age 78, Mrs. Rachel Mae Hale,
age 69, and George William Billy
Lawson, age 82.
Ann Lowry, William Pettit, Patsy
Sowers, Martha Gaskins, Faye
Edwards, Barkley Jones, and Gerald
Bullis will head the cast of the' play,
"The Corn Is Green," to be presented
• November 20 and 21 by the Sock and
Buskin Club of Murray State College.
Prof. Joe Cohron is director with
Kathleen Gibbs and Betty Carraway as
assistant directors.
New officers of the Hazel High Schoole
PTA are Mrs. C. D. Paschall, Mrs. L. J.
Hill, 'Mrs. J. R. Taylor, and Mrs. Lin-.
they Roberts.
Jimmy Doram son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
rya& lioran,--ceiebseted his-ninth. tfirthd0
with alheater party on Novenilk 15.
through their trickery .and duplicity,
Christ commanded them to show Him a
denarius, which was one of the coins
which they used in their -ordinary
business transactions. When they had
done so, He asked them to tell Him
whose ltkeness and superscription
appeared thereon. Of course, they had
to.-eeplyr 'LC.aesacts.7-43y receiving and
using it, and by acknowledging that it
was Caesar's, they admitted their
subjection to Caesars government and
their consequent obligation to pay the
tribute which was demanded of them.
Christ clearly and pointedly enunciated
the pi incipie of duty to government and
duty to God.
A Christian's obligation to God must
never be infringed upon by his
obligation to his governMent.;,,In the
event there is any conflict between God
and the government, the Christian's
duty to God must take precedence over
his duty to the government.
A Christian should abfele by the laws
.of his city, county, 'state, and nation,
and. be submissive to said govera-
mental agency unless it should require
him to disobey God or do wrong. The
limitation of the Christian's respon=.
sibility to be subject to the earthly
powers.- begins . only when _such sub-_
jection contravenes the plain teachings
of the Word of God. Alwaysl Christian
must obey God in preference to obeying
man.
One must obey the law not simply to
escape the consequences- • of
wrongdoing, but for the sake of his own
conscience which tells him to do right.
Moreover, he owes it to his fellowmen,
over whom he has influence, to be a
taw-abiding citizen. It is impossible to
disobey God without incurring His
displeasure and receiving the -due
reward for doing so, Just ascertainly as
rebellion against the government and
violation of the law cannot go un-
punished.
It is incumbent upon the Christian
that he pay taxes. The payment of taxes
is both an acknowledgment of sub-
jection to the government and the
discharge of an obligation to pay for
numerous services rendered. While we
"iv e theicventierspirituati , weiire_ _the Humphrey-ilawkins bill. after Sen
Vg3
CoOlay News Seretc•
Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Carter Endorses
- WASHINGTON (AP) —.SS-President
Carter has endorsed the Full
Employment and Balanced Growth Act
of 1977. Big deal.
ire --also- endorsed , --the • Full
Employment and Balanced Growth Act
of 1976, and that was let stronger
economic medicine than the version he
favors now.
At this rate, with another endor-
sement or two from Carter, the
measure might vanish altogether.
In Washington shorthand, it's called
not to, evade' .our earthly respop- Hubert H. Humphre_n_R-Minn., and
'sibilities. Christians shmilrl --be--better
citizens than those who do not claim to
be followers of Christ. It is their duty' to
meet their obligations to all others,
Business.Mirror
Rep: A4114414 F. Hawkins, '
who first proposed it to mandate
government -measures to put the




NEW YORK i AP) —At the housing
conventions this week they're watching
and talking about the little cloud on the
horizon.
Nobody in housing can ever take his
or her eye off that cloud for long, even
though sunshine is bathing their in-
dustry in someof the best years of its '
life.That little cloud, they say, can soak
you.
The saving and loan people, meeting
in San Francisco, heard a report that
this_was,their "greatest year ever." In
Miami Beach,' realtors have: been
talking about the best year ever in sales
of existing single-family homesa--•
But that cloud, they say.
Are they hypochondriacs? Perhaps,
but you have to listen anyway, because
that cloud probably concerns you too,
and anyone else who is likely to be
disheartened or pleased by rising home
mortgate rates.
"There has been some talk of
disintermedition," said John Hardin,
president of the United States League of
Savings Associations, made up of the
nation's primary home mortgage
lenders. - •
DIsinterrrediationr TrK • lite- saying'
the small cloud has become a hurricane
and a small leak has been discovered
amidships and that water is seeping
into the engine room but that we'll just
have the orchestra play louder and
maybe it will plug itself.
Disinterrnediation leaves housing
helpless. It is when interest rates
become so attractive in bonds and
certificates of deposit and government
securities that people withdraw their
money from thrift institutions.
Thrifts — savings banks and savings
and loan associations — can't make
mortgage loans without savings.
It hasn't happened yet, and some of
the best informed analysts of interest
rates and savings say it won't happen
either. The seepage won't become a
flood, they say, no matter how often in
the past it has happened.
In fact, it happens regularly
whenever we're at the tail end of an
economic expansion, and nobody, in
Washington or elsewhere has tried to do
much about it. In a downturn, housing
is the first to get hit.
The problem is that savings and loans
aren't in a strong position to compete
for funds when interest rates are rising
generally. The explanation is simple:
they are limited braw turtle ratesthey
can pay. '
While you may deem this
•7vieasonable, and perhaps kis, there is
a strain of logic behind it. Thafft in-
stitutions are meant to channel funds
into housing. It is their primary in-
vestment.
If they competed with commercial
banks and other institutions, paying the
going rate for money, they would then
have te charge_more for the money they
sell in the form Of Mortgage loans:
And that, in a nation dedicated to
home ownership — 87 per cent of
families own their own homes — high
mortgage rates are considered sinful,
rn theory, that is; in practice, rates are
often considered too high.
The defect in this setup is all too
apparent. If thrifts can't compete for
funds they can't hope to get them, and if
they can'r get them they can't make
mortgage loans. We keep housing costs
down by killing the market.
But why all the concern about a little
cloud in the horizon. It hAn't been
growing much larger. It hasn't been
growing darker. The sun- is still
shining, as you may note:
—Housing starts during October rose
strongly, reaching an annual rate of
2.18 million units, the strongest pace in
02 years. _ -
—Sales of casting singre-Tainily
homes reached an annual rate of 3.9
million units in September, the
National Association of Realtors
reported, some 20 per cent higher than
a year ago and the best September on
record.
And the experts in the banks and the
econometric numbers factories say the
weather isn't going to get very bad. The
little cloud might grow, they say, but
not as in years gone by. -
Their forecast: Yes, there will be
money available, but not as easy to
obtain as in the past year. And yes,
interest rates for home mortgage loans
are destined to rise in 1978, but perhaps
not even a full point.
WRITE A LEVIER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible *
and should be On topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve -the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:_
Editor, Murray Ledger 117..
Time, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 47671-,
y Ilawkins Bill
They wanted to set by law a limit on
unemployment in the United States,
and to reach that goal if necessary with
jobs financed by the government as the
.. employer of last resort- --
What they've got now looks like a bill
of last resort since, as a Carter
lieutenant noted-, the new draftdoesn't'
compel anybody to do anything except,
set economic goals — which would
themselves be subject to change.
Any new programs, and any new
spending to cut unemployment, would
he subject to separate actioq by _
Congress and approval by the
president • ' :
In successive versions of the bill, the
target unemployment rates have
become progressively less ambitious
and less binding, as have the provisions
for government measures to reach the
goaL . • •
.The. original measure, which can-
didate Carter opposed as inflationary,
set a ceiling of 3 percent unemployment
within four years of enactment.
With labor. liberals and black groups
-committed 'to the bill, • and with his
rivals for the nomination supporting it,
Carter held out for months.
He said he was no less committed
than the other Democrats to curbing
unemployment, but that the bill as it
stood would have 'meant double-digit
inflation.
Carter never was very enthusiastic
-abOut the Humphrey-Hawkins formula,
but the bill became a symbol and en-
dorsement a campaign necessity.
Besides, the measure had been
modified so as to set an unemployment
target of something over 4 percent.
SO he endorsed it during the
presidential primary campaign, and
again in his recommendations for the
Democratic platform of 1976.
According to the campaign ,promises
catalog assembled by his staff, Carter
went to the White House "believing the
federal government has an-obligation to
provide funds for public employment of
those who private business cannot and
will not hire," and "supporting the Full
Employment Act of 1976."
All of this raises the question of how
Carter came to be in a position to
negotiate a still milder version of the
bill- and to announce with considerable
negotiating position. "We attempted to
negotiate sentence by sentence and
paragraph by paragraph Specific
language the president could endorse,".
a Carty skit said. _
What came out was a bill establishing
a 1981 goal of unemployment not-ex- -
ceeding 4 percent with, as Carter noted,
"flexibility to 'modify that goal if
necessity requires," and without
compulsory measures to attain it.
The jobless rate now is 7 percent.
The bill would establish a federal
_.comitsnent to full employment =
which sounds just as good as irdid when
Congress firat made that declaration in
a law passed 30 years ago.
It would at the same time commit the
government to combat inflation.
It also requires that the
administration and Congress set
--specific goals fPrArkiPetn&Yttle4
productivity and other econenild
targets bach year. That's the kind of
Work their, ecnnornic advisers are paid
to do anyhow.
For all of the, the bill's sponsors and
promoters-said they were happy with
the endorsement, apparently con-
sidering it a foot in the door they can
push open later to gain some of the
mandatory measures they wanted in
the first place.
Given Carter's form chart on the
subject, that may be wishful thinking.
But then again, the Humphrey-Hawkins
alliance of labor, liberal and black
organizations could prove more per-
suasive at presidential campaign time
than it is now.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 18, the 322nd
day of 1977. There are 43 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1903, the United States
and Panama signed a treaty granting
U.S. rights to build the Panama Canal.
On this date:
In 1626, St Peter's Basilica in Rime
hEARThNE
HEARTLINE Iii service for sealer
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
yob have a queStioa or a pr4b1em not
answered in these cohunas; write
HEARTLINE, 114 -E. Dayies St., Weft
.Alexandria; 7010 4,s301. You will
receive a prompt reply, but y,ou must
Include a stamped,„setf*dreased
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : I am divorced. Am I
entitled to any survivor benefits based
on the federal civilian service of my
deceased husband? Ho worked for the
federal government for 40 years. We
were married 23 years before our
divorce. — D.T.
. No. Since you are
divorced, you would not be entitled to
any civil service benefits, unless your
former husband .delignated you for a
lump sum payment of the deductions to
his credit in the retirement fund upon
his death.
The only way you could determine
whether or not he did so would be to
inquise in writing to the 'United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C. 20415, Identify your late husband
by name, date of birth. claini number,
fait agency' where employed and dates
of such employment- "*-----
HEARTLINE: My doctor says I'm
disabled. Does this mean I'm entitled to -
Social Security disability benefits? —
B. J.
ANSWER: While your doctor's
opinion regarding your disability is an
important consideration in deciding
your claim, your doctor is not
responsible for deciding whether you're
disabled under the law. The decision is
made by an agencydf-the state where - -
you live.
In the state agency, doctors and
others skilled in disability evaluation
review , your case, including your
doctor's report:-They will then decide —
whether you are disabled under the
la
I1EA941111i4 l_receatly read an
advertisement for a health and ac-
cident insurance policy that was en-
dorsed by a well-known television
personality. I hii've been a big fan of this
gentleman for a long time and I do not
feel that he would endorse anything
that was not very good. It seems to me
that I would be well off with a policy
that has someone's name behind it.
--Whatdoyou tank? —It S. •
ANSWER: VOL can be making very,
'serious mistake if you purchase a
policy simply because it is endorsed by
a well-known personality. Most con-
sumer experts and Insurance experts
will agree. Example: The Ohio Con-
sumer's Guide to Health Insurance and
the Ohici State Insurance Conunission-
urge, "Don't be misled by the en-
dorsement of well-known per-
sonalities.”
"Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance Can-lielP cos nets better A
understand insurance policies. It
covers many of the ambiguous clauses
in insurance policies, outlines the basic
coverage a policy should contain, and
includes a policy checklist so you can
find out the exact coverage your policy
has. For yours, send $1.50 to. "Hear-
tline's Guide to Health Insurance," Box
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This book
is Completely guaranteed; if you are -
not satisfied, your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
clelivery.
fanfare-that--he V123 ' endorsing -his- consecrated-by-Pope Urban VIII. - -
In 1883, the United States adopted
Standard Time to end the haphazard




1935, economic sanctions 
against Italy after the Italian
invasion of Ethiopia.
In 1936, the Fascist governments of
Germany and Italy recognized the
Franco regime in Spain.
In 1966, U.S. Roman Catholics did
away with the church rule against
eating meat on Fridays.
In 1970, West Germany and Poland
agreed to restore relations, ending 31
years of enmity.
Ten years ago: Michigan Gov.
George Romney said he would seek the
Republican presidential nomination
and would campaign for American
withdrawal from the Vietnam War.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
reported that it had provided more than
$1 billion worth of military aid to less
developed countries in 1971.
One year ago: Twenty-seven persons
were executed jn Ethiopia for alleged
plots against the twci-year-old military
government.
...Today's birthdays: Orchestra 'ton-
ductor Eugene Ormandy is 78 years old.
Pollster George Gallup is 76.
Thought for today: Once a woman
has forgiven her man;A must not
reheat Is ,stns for. breakfast — en-
tertairier.htarfene 190I
handiwork.
The answer is simple. He got himself
elected ppruestidhlt.
in a pretty good
Isn't It TheTruth
Most women want the same kind 9f
husband: a gentle lover and peerless
provider, a fascinating companion who
is wholly understanding and generous
to a fault—in short, the Impossible
Man..
•
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Publisher   Walter 1.. Apperson
F.ditor_ _ .  R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,
K42671,SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in" advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton,,Har-
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Th., $17.50 ger
year. By mail to other destinations, $3250 per
Ytar.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Ass°68tibilThe Assoein. ted Pr. ess_is exclusively entitled to
republish local news ofigInated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as another AP news.
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BibleThought
Peter therefore was kept in prison;
but prayer was made without ceas-
ing unto God. Acts 12:5.
Just as Peter prayed in the midst
of adversity, so can we pray with-Ciiit
ceasing for the world
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a servic-ele uie•r-eaders:-The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL .
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. •
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddieston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carrell Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,.
Frankfort. Ky. 10601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are: '
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 ,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 - '
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. Ird Street .* -
‘toitturay..Ky. 4.201l
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What kind of day will
t(onortowbel To fiat out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES'
(Mar. 21. to Apr. 20)
-Many demands will be made
on your time and effort. There
"won't be an easy way to handle
but, with your optimism,
originality and you'll
find the means with which to
°I)e•
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Fine Venus influences! A
good day for making important
• decisions - emeetally 110 they
relate to creative projects,
borne and community affairs,
personal relationships. -- -
GEwnwr- • •
LNIPv 22.tqAtillttap
There's never a dull moment
when you are at your best- and
this is a day when you should
be! There's plenty ,of planetary
help for the ambitious, op-
timistic do-er! _
CANCER "
4-Jane 22 -to-July 23)
You may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment now.
Be especially careful not to lose
.your temper L certain persons—
annoy.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412tg
Don't let your' curiosity get
the better of you. It just COULD
)eatlyou into a ticklish situation
which would prove far from
desirdble..
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. /3)
This day is especially tailored
for scientific - matters; •
professional, technical
workers; also has bright
prospects for teachers,
students. New ideas stimulated.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)-
Sincere endeavor and ac-
curacy--coulli carry you far
begintrapEttatiolf you-Tar—




(Oct. 24 to Noy. 22) ikeV•
Tip-top Mars influences
stimulate possibilities of
progress. You should fcel
buoyed for action. Details-,
tedious work, well-handled, can
bring fine returns.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter's auspicious influence
fans the,flrb,of eptAusiagn jor.
dedicated purpose, popular
enterprises. This should be a
day to remember.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Saturn favorable. 'This is the
time to press forward with all
the grit and good will you can
( and that can be a great deal
when the Capricornian really
trigs). _
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In making changes or starting
anything new, consider all
possible after-effects.
Weakness in spots must be
shored up.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some favorable hours; 'others
will present unexpected ob-
stacles. With self-confidence
and your innately philosophical
attitude, you can take all in
stride.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen judgment
-- --and analytical-ability: -Ex-
tremely ambitious,- you have
enough fervor and enthusiasm
to reach top goals, though the 1-
road may be rough, even
staggering in spots. This inner
drive aids others about you, too.
Anti yOtt wfIrdrairpeopteln•you
through sheer magnetism, but
you MUST learn to-rurb stub-
bornness and inflexibility,
which often lead you to ex-
tremes. You are capable of
heading a large organization,
could even lead an army or a
great country; could also shine
as jurist, diplomat or dramatic
actor. Birthdate of: Ferdinand
de Isseps, builder of the Suez
Canal: King Charles I, of
England; Indira Gandi, former
Prime Minister of India.
White collar workers have- in-
crwased from 35 to 50 per cent
or the-work force.
Alittost half the'hation's adult
women 'are now in the labor
force, co.mpliged with less than












Watch Mscke# cothe to fife
when you squeeze his hap-
ds 17" animated figure





26-inch plush animal that children
. ate turt,,to lbvork--.Bogarl tb-
Bassett. He's a cuddly soft stuf-





Just squeeze his -hands,
one at a time, then watch
his daffy feet step out and
dance Donald measures
17" high and he -runs On
love No batteries required Hen "onModel 1100 America s bestSP •q; autoro&dino- shotgun Naturalng Low recoil
ra-mus 'tor reliable performance
Model 1100
Choose one of tour +tire
, space age warr made
of die-cast meti have






Two cosrnic robots, constructed of
durable-Mastic-baffle foritTe• universe- On
platform. Each player manipulates two
levers to guide. the position of.-his robbt
and the direction of his punches until a
well place blow knocks the other's head
Features heavy plastic molded table
and two matching chairs. Decorative
colors of red, white and blue
brighten den or-child's own room.
Remington •Nyt,ii 66 autoloading 22 rifleOne of the toughest 22's available Lightweight and very accurate Desrgned for high
e•A standards of performance and endurance-
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The poity ot Robe s a to have every
advertised Item in Pock ft tor some un
medals* mete Vie advertised 'no'
chandler, Is nOt In stock, epee's vollt
ill••  Min deck 42" nig.net eel Car
OS used to soodises Me merchandise
el Me sale price *Oen the mennenese
▪ mellible. or •CerntereSe asew
clisediee we be dieted of a cow
ewe* reduced Once A s the Nan1.
✓eineon of Ao•••• to aoseri-up
00lecy 01 -Ssaistriction Oustenleed
Always"
JAWS GAME
Remove perces of sunk from
jeWS witheet-e-wr_orka




Wrap has elastic firrtbs: around
Stretch Armstrong He always
returns to shape ready 'n,
another battle




r By The Associated Press
' Austin Peay, the front
lip Mt Mid Valley
t,onference football scramble,
-fan sympathize with East
.. Tennessee, its opponent in one
league game Saturday.
Austin Peay's Governors
feere the pre-season urj-
.aerdogs in the leave and East
-"renneSsee won't be the
favorite when they &ash. East
tennessee gbes into the game
with a 2-4 record in the OVC
while the Governors are 5-1.
Middle Tennessee will be




2 in the league last week and
'dropped out of a tie with
Austin Peay for the top spot.
Murray State will be at
'Western Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky calls on
Morehead as the season dram's
'titan end.
-.. Morehead will be counting
on freshman running back
--Dorrcrn Hunter to improve its
2-5-2 record on the year.
Hunter currently leads the
OVC in scoring by averaging
6.2 points per game. He's
picked up nine touchdowns
and and two extra points in
nine games.
Eastern led-the conferepce
in total offense until last week
when 'Tennessee Tech took
over that spot,- despite its loss
to Austin Peay.
Eastern Kentucky tailback
Stan Mitchell leads in- rusing,
-aveeaging 994 yards per




Center Wayne Merrick . is
expected to tre out of National
Hockey League action for
about six weeks; a spokesman
for the Cleveland Barons said
Thursday..
Merrirk is_sufferitig from_a
ttial tear ..pf a. liganien1 in
his right' knee: - - - -
'Kew" 5 '15
LAKER AWARD WINNERS - The winners of the Calloway County High School football banquet
special awards Thursday evening are left to right: Ricky Borrow, Most Improved; Allen Routh,
9 percent _A,witrtllohn Canady, Headhunter Award; Roy Williams, Headhunter Award; and,. _
. Richard Young, Bloeiting Award
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
Steelers Picked To Win Over
Cowboys, Bears Over Vikings
By BRUCE LOWITT sburgh's defensive ferocity
AP Sports Writer and offensive tenacity just a
It's as though a Hollywood bit more. Besides, the Steelers
script writer had somehow need this game a lot- more.
wormed his way into- the And more than 50,000 blood-
National Football League. thirsty fans won't hurt, either.
Here we have Tony Dorsett,
the heralded collegian from
Pitt coming off Dallas' bench
each week to breathe life into
the Cowboys.
Here we have the fans,
pleading with Coach Tom
Landry to stop wasting_ time
and make Toucladown Toriy-a
starter.
Oh, it's going to be Saints 23, Falcons 10 •
How do you figure either ofmagnificent watching Tony
return to the scene of so many these clubs? We figure New
Orleans is more capable oftriumphs. Hell-be the 'stiff-Or-
the show, all right, busting loose and 
will do so
Only one problem-the before the home folks.
Cewboy's are gonna lose. Redskins 27, Packers 13 -
So much for Hollywood After getting clobbered by
endings. ABC last Monday night, NBC
Last week's 9-5 mark put the, could show The Godmother
season record at 86-40 for a against this dog and sweep the
.683 percentage. This week's ratings.
picke•  
Steelers 24. Cowbuys2/1-7 Dolphins 23, Bengals 21  
We happen to like Ritt- - Cincinnati just can't seem-to--
get its act together. Miami
wins with the basics and we'll
take consistency every time ...
Lions 35, Buccaneers 10
... except in Tampa Bay's
cage. -
Oilers 35, Seahawks 14
Billy White Shoes, Danny
Soft Shoes ... Houston could
wear snow shows - or no




by against so-so teams the
past four weeks, learns again
that the big boys can - and do-
- play rougher.
Browns 23, Giants 9 .
The same can be said for the
Giants, which isn't saying
much.
Raiders 34, Chargers 13
With J_ames Harris at
quarterback, things would be
different. San Diego would
then only lose by two touch-
downs.
Bears 21, Vikings 17
Minnesota without Francis
is like a day without sunshine.
And it'll be a dark day for the
Vikes, who needed Tarkenton,
the home-field edge and
overtime just to nose out
Chicago five wscks ago.
Broncos 28, Chiefs 17
Tom Bettis deserves better.




wouldn't hurt the Jets.
—Patriots 30, BUIS 16 




By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State University will conclude its football season
Saturday at Western Kentucky, where a Murray team hasn't
won since 1955.
The Racers will take a 5-5 overall record and a 3-3 Ohio
Valley Conference record into the game. Western is 1-7-1
overall and 1-4-1 in the OVC. -
Although the records would nak Murray the favorite, the
battle between the arch-rivaLs is equally cqnsidereda toss-up
Unless one is clearly dominant.
Murray beat the Hilltoppers 16-6 last year but fell 19-0 two
yers ago at Bowling-Green. The closest the Racers have
come to the Toppers there since a 14-14 tie in 1965 was in 1973
when the undefeated Toppers held on for a 32-27 victory.
Western leads the series 22-15-6.
Western's offense is paced by junior tailback Jimmy
Woods who is averaging 87.9 yards a game. The topperipiii-
terbacks are freshman John Hall and Junior Doug Bar-
tholomew.
Biff Madon, the OVC's defensive player of the year last
season, and tackles Reginald Hayden and Tony Towns lead
the defense.
Murray's ground game is led by Danny Lee Johnson who
has 568 yards in 121 rushes. Austin Perine has 286 in 96, Mikb
Dickens 2Q7 in 80, and Tony. Franklin 184 in 39. Franklin has
'played exceptionally wellthe last few games and was named
the Racer offensive player of the week for his performance
against Eastern Illinois last Saturday.
But much of Murray's offensive potency comes from the
passing of quarterbacks Dickens and David Ruzich. Dickens,
back in action last week after being sidelined with an injury,
has completed 70 of 128 pasaes for 807 yards and 6 touch-
downs. Ruzich has completed 50 to 97 for 635 yards and 1 TD.
Leading Racer receivers are David Thomas with 27 cat-
ches, Garry Brumm with 22, and Jeff Braaten with 19.
The Murray defense is paced by safety Eddie McFarland,
end Sam Franklin, linebackers Willie Wilson and Kevin Whit-
field, and tackle Bruce Martin.
-Eleuen Racers will be playing their last game for Murray
at Bowling Green. Those seniors are Ruzich, McFarland,
Franklin, Wilson, Whitefield, Jim Jez, Mike Shields, Jeff
Boyd, Brumm, Larry Foxwell, and-John Farris.




Bowling Green, Ky. - Nine seniors will be making their
final appearance for Western Kentucky when the Hilltoppers
host Murray State in the 1977 season final Saturday af-
ternoon.
The Ohio Valley Conference clash is set for 1 p.m. (CST) in
Western's L. T. Smith Stadium.
Murray's Racers will bring a 5-5 overall record into Satur-
day's game against Western's 1:7:1 mark. Murray State is3-13
in OVC play, while Western is 1-4-1.
Western had an open date last weekend as the Racers dum-
ped Eastern Illinois, 35-7.
Hilltopper Head Coach Jimmy Feix, who saw that game
along with his coaching staff, said, "Murray certainly has a
very impressive football team.
- "We Went down there, I think, believing that we were going
to see a couple of outstanding passers in Mike Dickens apd
David Ruzich - and we did... -; -
"But we came away equally impressed with the running of
Danny Lee Johnson, Austin Perine and Tony Franklin. And,
of course, we have known al along that they have an out-
standing defensive unit."
Asked if the open date might have helped the Hilltoppers RS
they prepared for Murray State, Feix answered, "It cer-
tainly helped us from the standpoint of letting some bumps
and bruises heal, but it's always difficult to tell what the open
date does to you mentally until you play the next ball game.
"We've had open dates in the past that helped a lot., and
we've had others that wound up as disasters."
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
_ EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For-home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, _mover, anybody
with a space problem. - -
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private









641 North, Center Drive
Rear perkins Pancake Howse, behind Carl Howard Used Care.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5'x10'  month 516e4




10'x16'  month 54O00
Cardinals 31, Eagles 14
The Eagles can't get their
kicking game going. St. Louis
will provide some kicks -









Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham
Roast Young Tom Turkey with Corn Bread Dressing
Pilgrim Roast-Steamship Round of Beef
A Delightful Selection of Vegetables, Salads, and Favorite Desserts.
Kentucky Rifle Rum Cake, Mincemeat Pie, and Pumpkin Pie
ADULTS 4.50 CHILDREN 2.15
serving 12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m.
Dam Village
State Rekort Pare Gibertsvdle
Kenlake
State Resort Park. Hardin
Lake Barkley.,
Stare Resu,t Park Cadiz
- Rough River Dam
State Resort park. Falls of Rough
Barren River Lake
State Resort Park. Lucas
General Butler
State Resort Park Carrollton
Lake Cumberland
State Resort Park Jamestown
Cumberland falls
State Resort Park, Corbin
Jenny Wiley
State Resort Parlv Prestonsburg
Bring your family and friends to a
Traditional Kentucky Thanksgiving Spread
.1,,r lunch or dinner —Thursday, November 24. No reservalkma necessary.
Natural Brodge
State Resort Park Slade
Pine Mountain .
State Resort Park. Pineville
Garter Caves
State Resort Park, Olive Hill
Greenbo Lake




T4 NEW TOYOTA CEUCA GT UFTBACK.
A CAR WHICH MEETS OR EXCEEDS






aerodynamic work of art
The cOckpit instrumentation






Reclining bucket seats with
newly designed driver's seat
-with actiustabte lumbar •
support, tinted glass, 5-speed
overdrive transmission and
AM/FM/MPX Stereo are standard




(4" at the snoulders).




rear door opens to a fold















construction to help maintain
tight body integrity
The entire body is 'acid etched
• for superior paint adhesion
and then fully immersed in primer
to help prevent rust corrosion
Traditional Toyota economy In
EPA tests the 1978 Celica GT
Liftback was rated at 34
highway, 20 city These ratings
with manual transmission are
estimates Your mileage will vary
depending on your driving
habits and your car's condition
and equipment
The 1978 Celica Three models
the GT Liftback (pictured)
GT and ST Sport Coupes Dynamically
practidl: cars for the 80s that are here todar
CELICA GT LII- 1 BACK
yorOU AOSKEPYFOROIT YOUTGAT IT
•
























1904 Coldwater Rd. — 753-11660
4111AIN"7 FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
alaTHE NcEW
HAND DIPP ED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches 8 Plotters
5 Points - Murray, Ky.
PRIVATE
SERVED I I 00 P M -11 00 A M DINING ROOM
UNTIL 12 MOON ON SUNDAYS PHONE 502-753-7992
 NEM` 
MOVING IN — Former Murray' High standout Doug Shelton (21) moves in for the hit in the
Racers' 35-7 win over Eastern Illinois last week. The Racers will be out for a winning season







Direct Service to Louisville,





A, • os tlw plat. will+











COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT Is, Cars, Trucks & Tractors
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
*pH MURRAYAUTO PARTS 
Largo Sleek of fors*, Car Parts VW • DATSUN • ISNOT*
EMIL
iNAPAI AM "A. 753-4474 
I AM
MON FM






78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-7, CJ-5, Pacer & Pacer Wagon,
AMX, Gremlin, Concord & Matador
Cain AMC Jeep














The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in ,t_kgriculture




All The Way" Tigers
Hours:
6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.
North 12th St. 753-6025
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,
Corlisie and Henry County, Tenn.
753-4351 - 247-4350
Glen Sears, Mgr.
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Racers To Hold Annual
Blue-Gold Game Monda
The annual Blue-Gold basketball game at Murray State
..J.Jniversity -gill be next Monday night in the MU Sports
, Arena. The intra-squad game will begin at 8 p. m. Admission































Cute16" baby doll that
reafly kisses! No bat-





Says 8 phrases-just pull his





AM radio • Fits all wrist sizes •







bowl, 8 cups, cup












VT Fri. & Set
' 11:30 Sea.
USI 19
8/14• AMIt• ' •Or,
masts!, charge
• 41 14 of the Murray State women's already clinched a tie for the • 5 35 Hackley-,--•,-,-,-,--,-.--,-, 39 9
Brum..._____ .............._ L --46-, seesie, - --  _baskethall-,-teank . isnit---riettgue charnpionsbigt-Tand-aim& . ..... -.-.-.:.....-...-..,/, 24 -Boyd-.  94 14 "doctorine her kfiedule with needs only a tie with theSwearingen 2 10 Retsgan 34 11
- Weak teamtk----,--- -- - - --- -----'--- 'Wolverine§ To wTh" Abe YOST-:Fc.t.1%.-?r,--!...------ - interceotiota_- -
Passing No. Yards To prove that, the Lady Bowl berth. Michigan must
 4 is Racers opened the season by beat the Buckeyes to go.
2 17 going up against 14th-ranked In either case, though, each
120-2M-10   1- 11 Mississippi State Thursday is virtually assured of a bowl3 81
7 7. night in the Tipoff Tour- game. The Sugar -Bowl is
at Middle Tennessee -expected to invite the-loser-of
_
DiCkens 70128-5 . 807 McFarland 
Ruxich 50-97-6 •-• ' 635 Craig - -
Rushing 0-1-0 0 Foster . ,s, 
Totals 1442 Shannon




Braaten  19 248
Robbins   11 156
Johnson ..... . . ...  137
Franklin  10 79
Furgerson 3 32
Penne 4 79
. i..-. State University.• •- Nadu Ificovorios
McFarland . a. The Lady Racers, after
Franidin - . 3- sticking close for the first half,
Martin 
Foster .......... . : " .. • '  finally fell 77-61 to the
Beckley - 2 powerful Bulldogs. Things
" ... ' .  ' -  ' 7'  'i won't .get any easier tonightBrown 2 3 Boone 1
Hudspeth  1 7 Boyd  1 when the Racers go up against
McConnell  1 10 Marquess   1I Mernphis State in the secondSwearingen  2 16 Farris ..
Totals  120 1442 McGee _ 1 night of the double elimination
Pent Rennes ( Tackles For tourney. Memphis State is
No. Tanis Minos Yardage also ranked in the top 20 in the
Lewis 13 53 Be. Yards 
. nation.McFarland .... . - .2 3 S. Franklin .. 15 -105 .Johnson "  '1 12 McFarland . _ 2 1 * "It was back and forth forHudspeth.   1 7 Wilson "7 -23 most of the first half," , CoachHackley 3 -2 Martin 5 -23
Craig - ' - r - rip ----.Sitliffild of her team's loss
Foster 4 -16No. Unit Maxwell  .t. . ..... to Mississippi State. -
Hudspeth 14 310 Shannon 5 -n -we led them a couple ofJohnson 5 60 Boone 4 -16 times by a point then we'd fallShelton 3 61 Reagan 5 -18
Peruse 2 41 Rar ey 2 -4 behind because of our tur-Dostal 2 34 Shelton  1 -1 novers. We made- turnoversFranklin . . _ .. • .  2 34 parks 3 --19
Rushing. 1 11 Gardner  3 -16 like crazy. They ran the
fullcourt press the whole
Racer-Topper Statistics game and (we held in therewell, even though we were in
some foul trouble by the
Murray - Western middle of the first half with
163 First Downs 122 Roxanne Maddix and Jackie
430 Rushing Plays 423 Mounts both on the bench.
"But then in the second half,1499 Yards Rushing 1169 
we really got into foul trouble168 Passes Att. 226 and they pulled away from
120-266-10 Passes Comp. 80-168-16 us," Coach Smith added.
1442 Yards Passing_ 930 At intermission, the
2941 Total Offense 2099 -Bulldogs led just 34-30 over the
656 Total Plays 591 Racers._Mounts hit _on seven of 11-294.1 -Of fense-Gathe 233.2 - from the field and tossed in 16
38.4 Punting Avg. 38.3 points to lead the Racers.
15 Fumbles Lost 20 Freshman guard Laura Lynn
600 Penalty Yards 466 of Paducah Tilghman hit
seven of 14 from the field andRacer Results
finished with 14 points.
MSU Opponent Murray had 33 turnovers in
13 SEM°. 6 the contest and hit just five of
0 Delta State 38 14 shots from the free throw
19 Tenn. Tech 21 lint. In addition, the hot-
3 Morehead 17 
shooting Bulldogs fired away
at a near 50 per cent clip as20 UT-Martin 31 they connected on 29 of so
13 Middle Tenn. 9 from the floor and 19 of 28
13 East Tenn- 10 from the stripe.
24 E. Kentucky 20
0 Austin Peay 13




The Racers will open their season Nov. 28 at Murray again-
st Arkansas-Pine Bluff.
Coach Fred Overton has all but two players back from last
year's squad which won 17 games and lost 10 and tied for
 third place in the Ohio Valley Conference, plus somenew
talent that could make the team a title contender.
Back is the team's top scorer and rebounder in 6-4 forward
Mike Muff. Also back are 6-1 guard Jimmy Warren, 6-8 for-
ward John Randall, 64 center Donell Wilson, 6-11 center Dan-
ny Jarrett, and 5-10 guard Lenny Barber. Lost from last
year's team were Grover Woolard, drafted by the Los
Angeles Lakers, and 6-4 forviard Zach Blasingame.
However, Overton figures the loss of Woolard and
Blasingame will be offset by the addition of two transfers,
Johnny Thirdkill and Robert "Bobo" Jackson. Thirdkill is a
6-7 forward from Meremec (Mo. ) Junior College, Jackson a
6-2 guard from North Carolina State.
Three promising freshmen have also joined the squad: 6-0
guard Raymond Sims Of Murray, 5-11 guard David Lowry of
Henderson, and 6-5 forward Robert Kelly of Gary, Ind.
Muff was fifth in OVC scoring last year with an 18.9
average and was named to the all-conference team. He
*averaged 8.3 rebounds. Warren averaged 9.6 points, Randall
9.5 pounds and 6.7 rebounds, Wilson 5.9 points and 5.1 reboun-
ds, Jarrett 4.9 points and 3.9 rebounds, and Barber 2.9 points.
Thirdkill averaged 22 points and 11.3 rebounds last year at 
Meremec. Jackson was twice all-Indiana in high school and
All-America as a senior. _
Sims averaged 18 points. last year.in high school, Lawry
26 points and 10 assists, and Kelly 16 points and 10 rebounds.
Also back from last year are 6-4 forward Tom Leffler, 6-0
guard Glenn Jackson, and 6-5 forward Darrell Willett.
Overton predicts the Racers will be quicker and deeper this
year than last, shoot and rebound as well, and be stronger on
defense.
MURRA1 EIM;ER IP TIMES)
OR IS
Racer Grid Rats -
49T• INA* Shields  1
1
Jotusson 121 56$ 
flackley
Perim.- . 7:-. ••-....-:-.1". W.t90 MS - - • -• - - teatfing Tattlers
Dickens 80 207 TFranklin 39 184 McFarland 87
Jones V 89 Wilson  55 19
Brown 22 98 Franklin 54 19
Robbins 2 16 Martin 
McConnell 4 15 Whitfield
Hudspeth 5 31 Craig  
Dostal 1 4 Foster  
Lee  -.2. 10 Maxwell
Thomas 1 -1 Shannon 
Rushing
last 11 years that the Ohio a tough Texas A&M team the another bowl-less team
State-Michigan game will following week stand in the because of special scheduling52 20
17 20 There's one thing you can't decide the conference title and Longhorns' road to the Cotton restrictions, meets Long46 13 accuse Jean Smith of doing. Rose Bowl representative. Bowl. Beach State.45 10
43 79 Dr. Smith, the new head-coach Actually, Ohio State has
_
RACERS - Members of the 1977 Murray State basketball team are top row, left to right, Coach Fred Overton, Tom Leffler,
Mike Muff, Johnny Thirdkill, Donny Jarrett, John Randall, Darrell Willett, Donnell Wilson, assistant coach Bob Ward and graduate
assistant George Crowe. Middle row, Robert Kelly, Bobo Jackson, David Lowry, Lenny Barber, Raymond Sims, Rick Cochran,Glenn Jackson, Jimmy Warren and Andrea Perry. In the front are managers Roy Williamson and Timmy Nickerson.
Michigan-Ohio State Like Fued
Between Hatfield, McCoy Clans
By KEN RAPPOPORT Most people may not con- involved iii the Rose Bowl The other Cotton entrant is
AP Sports Writer done Hayes' violent feelings, sweepstakes. _UCLA ' can expectedoto be No. 6 Notre
Tough-talking Woody Hayes but they can certainly un- decide its own fate there,-8T -Darne, which will probably be
loves to hate Michigan and no derstand them. The Michigan beating Southern" Cal next extended an invitation after
better proof can be found than football team has given his week. However, No. 19 an expected victory over Air
his continuous contempt of the Buckeyes plenty of trouble Washington and Stanford also Force Saturday.
Wolverines. down through the years and have a chance to go to the In other big games Satur-
jor_public.consumptiOn, the. Saturday figures to give them -Rose Bowl. with victories day, No. 15 Clemson, a
Ohio State coach refuses to -a little more in one of the ' Saturday. Washington meets reported shoo-in for the Gator
refer- to his fierce_ Rig Ten -biggest college football games-Washington State and Stan- Bowl, plays South Carolina
rival by specific name, as if it of the year. ford plays California. and No. 18 North Carolina -
would leave a bad taste in his "This is really what football Meanwhile, top-ranked one of the probable Liberty
mouth. He tails Michigan only -is all about," says Schem- Texas tries • to take a step Bowl entrants against the
"that, school up north" and bechler, whose team meets toward another' bowl in its loser of the Oklahoma-
refers to Michigan Coach Bo Ohio State in their perennial game with Baylor. Nebraska game - meets
Schemblechler as "that coach grudge game for the Big Ten ' The Longhorns have the .Duke. . _ _ . . _ .
1 from that school up north." _‘. charripionshiR_and, a berth in. . inside trick Collie Cotton Bowl__ .. Kentucky, the nation's No.7
to • --the Rose Bowl at Pasadena, as current undefeated leader team which is on probation _Racer Women Open -Cat: .00f the Southwest Conference. this year, meets Tennessee
A This is the 10th time in the Only Saturday's opponent and and No. 17 Brigham Young,
With 77-61 Loss






































uswie...-",47 4: • 
mass see.
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Bolin  10-15 2-4 4 3 22
Moffett  1-2 0-0 1 2 2
Roger's  1-1 0-0 4 2 2
1-1 0-0 1 0 2
2-4 4-4 1 4 8
3-15 5-6 8 2 10






2-6 2-2 5 3 6
0-0 1-2 0 1 1
2960 19-26 49 -"Zt -77
Morn, Slate
fg-fga ft-fta rb
Schwartz 0-3 0-1 2 1 0
1-2 1-2 .5 3 3
  2-6 2-4 0 2 6
5-14 0-1 9 0 10








Molests . 7-11 4:41.mackbwip:.... 1-1
Gases „ . :2-6 0-2
Hughes  1-6 0-0







to face Alabama in. that
eWsle. 
__ _
While the Big Tin is trying
to decide its various bowl
representatives, so is the
Pacific-8 - the other league
Weekend Grid Predictions 
4 A-PPrfe4f-
Franklin County at HENDERSON COUNTY by 21
3-A Playoffs
Shelby County at FRANKLIN-SIMPSON by 14
2-A Playoffs
Bardstown at MAYFIELD by seven
- - I-A-Playoffs -
NoWestern Kentucky teams involved
, OVC Predictions
East Tennessee at AUSTIN PEAY by 14
Eastern KentuckY at MOREHEAD by one
. TENNESSEE TECH at Middle by 10
MURRAY at Western Kentucky 14
Season Record: 87-23 high school, 32-17 OVC.
• Burval to, , EPA Gos Crude
,918 Donn no mrch lode ar '.rne
t Ba4cd or 577 Ver ceder, Benz or referar,710
10 50 m0h1 iron Cot and cvec moddr.ne
Mor c h 19 ' voll,worr. of Amer a
DRIVE - The '78 Rabbits look better--than ever, • too. Handsome me-
tallicTHE .1978     c6Fors.Touchesof chrome
__here and there- trake them- -
even snappier.
The biggest news of a)ifor '78
can't be seen. And barely
heard. We've refined the
Rabbit's fuel-injected engine
to make it quieter and more
efficient.
Once we were famous for
making a car that looked
ridiculous.
Now we make one that
makes the others look ridiculous
RABBIT.
It's iusf a wonderful car.
We had an advantage: we
started with a wonderful car
and made it even better.
Over a million people all
over the world have been im-
pressed enough to buy them.
What's so impressive?
Easy. If you trade up to a
Rabbit from a Mercedes-Ben2
280E, believe it or not you'll get
better acceleration.
If you trade up to a Rabbit
from a Cadillac Seville, you'll
get more trunk space. And
there are 32 cars you can trade
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SCOTTS GONE
Wonlup Service 11 00. m NM PROYMINCI
Evening Worship 6 30p. m Sunday School Muss
IMMANUEL MYANMAR! Preaching Service _ __Liam.--
Miioun -----Therarm, Nightly Service . P_P:In- •
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10-45 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m.. , WEST FORK
Morning Worship UN& m -•
. . .• • ,• 
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Worship Service 11 a.m.. 1st Sunday:10.00 e
m 3rd Simday , Sunday School 10:00 a. ni .
Ind & 40
Sunday Evening -- ----440. -in -- ---  -------- ---- - --- •-•-• -- -
•Wennesdaz,Everung•
-••• • _ • •• -e- a a • a' 
-'-
MARTIN'S CIRMILINIMIR.; .-_E.411111.1.. , , . _ 
iii,- Worship ServiceSWIM WINO - • ---- -
Morning Worship 11:00 a. rn. • Sunday School 111:011s.m.
•Evening Worship - ' tsflitp:ns. G000 SHEPHERD UNITED
NORTNSIDE Worship Service 9:311a.m.
Morning Worstnp 11:00a. m. Church of Christ Sunday' School 11 :017.212...Evening WorshR 7:90 p. m. Nazarene
HAZEL BAPTIST NEW PROVIDENCE INIMPINDINCI UNTIED ....
Morning Worship - IL: 00 a. m MURRAY CHUROI
Worship, 7:30 Sunday School
- •
- 
, Morrung Worship 11.N a. m. Sunday School
Morrung Worship •:Evening p. m 0:45a. in.
N.Y. P S Worship . h: 4p..m. ..
Evenu1819-"sh1P 
' ill''': m Everung Worship







Morning Worship . -AM31611a. SundaY SdK"
Morning W orship 11:00a. m.Evening Warship ' COIL=. ,m.,-- -;•---- -- r - Wednesday Worship 7:00..m.
GRACE "myna
Sunday School 9:45 a.tn. LOCUST GROVE 01171101 .
Morrung Worship 1  10:45 astir Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Singing. Everung Wors. 5: 311, 8:001).m. sumay School 10 00 a.m.
eicrOo sow- .--- • . ' 7 Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.
Morning Worship , _ Alma_ in. N. Y.P-S. Worship 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship glop. in. Wednesday Evening 6:30p.m.
KIRKSET BAPTIST ,
_
. . .. . . . - . .
Onrs is a culture that warships- youth: Television and radio
constantly proclaim its glories and indicate that old age is to
- he Intrided.at all-  rests. Your ehurch can I* an important agent -
. . • . _ . . . . im gbaugjuit rIseog_milisisdcs.-:  Senior cilizeno should he included
in all activities and should nor lw relegated to the less impor.
twat duties. Their advice *hoods! lw sought in important dc -x
Evening-Warship 7:00 p. m.
. - - GRUA PLAIN -
fine Study 73610ap.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m. GS p.m. Worship Service 11 • 00,.a .m . 1st & 2nd Sun-
Wed. Worship .m. tiyoo, .10 100. ts711:3recTI Elsondati rannthy„ Sundaya. rnSc,:ho3;3tli
WEST IMIRRAY_ jp.sa. ,,,, & 4th Sundal :Mortung Worship - - - - • - - - - • ---
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
TWitPU MU UNITED
UNIONISM Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.Morning Worship . 11120 a. ai.
School. .11_00 a. tn..1..1.-An&Worohip .. 149 
Evening Worship 
4t ni -1 ' PenreCo-slal
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50 a. rn ALMO HEIGHTSEvening Worship, 4 ' 9° p• m . Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7 :•30 p-m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a rn. UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship • 7:00 p. m. Sunday School .. . - • .. 10:410a.m. .,,
FLINT BAPTIST Worship Services .11:00a.m..7:00p.as.
. _--___
eisio-is d tr. anheir opinions siMliTillie gratefully accepted. God
lwlieves in the worth of all His people. Those who follow Him





Evenartg worstupuvitivi_..4 mum _ ..m." _ ..,411114s7g.:day. nasir miThoptsT
Worship Service 10:40a.m. Worship 8 45410.50 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00p- m.
NM CONCORD , • RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Senwe l'5°.. 8" m• ' Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
Evening Worship -'"P- in- Morning Worship 11 . 00 •. m.
. . PUASAST VAULT • -- • , i - -
Morning Worship 11.00.. m. • LYNN (lm,(
Evening Worship 6.00-p. In- Morning Worship Serare'. Margin. Warship -• •- --:-....--7.11•100a. aa. . ii41;--ghtioCIALVAlift01118 .' ....._.....
Everung.Wership . , _ ,._ „.,,......k.45......m. Y...siiii . 
Ces










__ _. • '," - SECOND SMUT . . . ._•.-- Sued/0 School 104 0111.1111. -
Morning Worship 10141a.m,
tEvening Worship 6:09p. m. GOSHEN MITHODEST
fRIANOSIMP .- ,_. . Morninit roF3111P Service,* . .9.- 38 a• IN,.,,..49P.r.1.10-,...___WW0.1iP-.......
r--vraing tvansmis - ---- - '14  6' " Sunday School ef.4.1).:7?..-- 16:00 a.M. - . -
'. Morning Worship ... ' 
. - -  - 
.,.........:.._ . _.,.,
- -- -- Sunday SEhool • • . tivieenan. - - thanday School . . - • - WAS& at
Worship, 11:1:414,...k,Evening services. 1st., 34 Es NI Sands.%:- •_,,,..... - .. -, „ILM.GROVA.-- _.
Morning Worship 11 ; pp ii. In. Sunday Evening 700 p. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m. Thurs. lute 7:00 p. m.
• SALIM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Sunday School 1000 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 15 p. m. Evirwsg Worship 7,00 p. m.
DEWARDS CHAPEL .
. .......... __- WPM c8H8.-_. ... ' Sunday School 10-00 a.In.
Morning Worship 11; 00 lc in. Worship Service 11 00 a. m.
Evening Warship 7:14P: m: Evening Worship 7 30 p. m.
OWENS CHAPEL -' FIRST UNITED
Morning Worship Ii : Oh. rn. Sunday Worship 10 00 a m & 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p. m. Tues. & Th urs 7. 00 p. m.
MOUNT NOM FREEWILL BAPTIST . 
•_-
.

















10: fs0 Worship se l,1,211.4S CAMPGROUND
1000. m.
P.M. Worship 6.00
Mid-Week 7.00 DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
COLDWATI, , - .„ . Worship Service . ' , )6:4411 in
Morning Worship ' 10:41/41:12C - 1st & 2nd Sundays 11:iara.m.
Evening Worship, COS 11-M• lat & 3rd & ith Sunday
EIRILSEY CFINCII 
•-MT. HEBRONOf CHRIST Worship Service 10.00 a. m. Lst Sunday GSunday School 10:00 a. m. -
10:50 . 11:00 a. m 3rd Sunday: Sunday Schocd 11411Morning Worship a in 
a.m. 1st Sunday - moo a , in. AM. Int.& 401
m. tRulahlY Ell Wed. ' - -gigigay.Sunday Sehoot - • -•'• 9.30a. m. 






MT. Gnat • 
.
. __Bible study_ . . _ _ moo.. m. Worship Service 10:00 a. m. 2nd Sunday: ._
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
3rd SundaY _ 10:30a. m. , Christian
011tSALLAI BAPTIST '
Senday'Schsol-- - ' ! . itiltisrn. SMST.CHRISTIAN . _._
 ji:004. m, Worship Services 10. S.5 a.m., 7:00 p.m_
Vesper Service -- • 549p. rn ' MURRAY OUUSTIAN FELLOWS/OP -.--Worship 10:30 a. m.COLDWATER Bible School 930a. m.
Morning Services 11:00a. m. Evening Service 600p. m.Evening Service; - - - ' - 6:000. M.
'TAWN-IIAPIlfr-•---- - - 








- -__,-.= -__ I
.41
Morning Worship 11:00a. m, 11:00 a. rn. ah Sunday Sunday School 1000
Evening Worship 6:00 p. m. am, 1st, 3rd, & 4th Sunday 11- 00 a. m. 2nd
Sunday
• Presbyterian morning semWmANTIRE IA ilitt:EL .
io. 45 a. m.
CWASERLANI3 ' -
SchoolSunday 10:Wa.m. BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 11:1111a.az ist h 3rd Sunday 9: 30 a. m.
700 p. tn.- -NORTE PLEASANT GROVE 1,,,65. a.n:.- 2ndEverth &maw,.
-Sunday Schord-,•- - --..-- 11:00a.m.' Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Morning Worship • .. ... -.. 11:00a.m. ..Sunday school • • 101420-:'-iii.:• - - -
Evening Worship - - 438 p. IP ' . sr ISO CATHOLIC • - '
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 1 1 ,00 a. in Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a. m., 4:30 p. m.
Evening Worship 7 ;00 p. in. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m. -
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
.,
. . SERVICESSunday School 10:00 a m Farmer Ave. and 171.11 St., Murray, Ky , Sun-Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. days 1100 a. m. Testimony meeting
IJ. o-....
 -
' 'T ,,,,%•il•--'-' 
.
4 i'‘ ',ft. .A.--....„ -- _ - . ..‹, . •••-••••- .
Worship Service , .. ii :00a. m. No Evanng Worship
- - OM earn - . , 1112118 mina
Sunday School .. 10,09c-sx - - latirdflanday 1170011.1•1
Worship Services 11.. m., 7 p.m. Ind & 4th Sunday 9 30 a. m
Evening 6 00 p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School Warn10. 
Morning Worship 11:00ii m. Morning Worship 11 00a. m
p . Evening 7 Ci3p. mEvening Worship - 7, 00 Fn
second
LEDIETTIR MISSIONARY BAPTIST   Wedriesdary 8 p. m. - - 
_.,
Sunday Scrawl . 1-0:00a-.-m. JENOVAIll WITNESSES
Preaching 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m. Watchtower 10:30a. m.
- ...... - • ' -- -.7 ;MP- al,-.---Dibit..i..th,toic
FIRST PRESITTEMAN STORMS CHAPEL UNITED
' Church School 930a m Morning Worship 945a. in
Worship Service 10:45 a m. Sunday School 10.45a. m.
--Ww0Nam4ay-ggerr------- - • -4" .. _ .. 710a-.-11L-. .   ____, --- -- --- ---- -
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E. . ' --.
-11APISEXCIIMIC41-,..--w.....11:Ceiun...1..grop.m.- , ,...
ST. JEWS EPISCOPAL 'This ,_ ,___.;Morning Worship 11:00 a. ns Worship Hour 9:45a. m. Page Made Possible By TheEvening Worship 7:00 p.m. Church School 11:00a. fn.
' ST.80101 BAPTIST CHUROI • --..IMMANNIR4101111111111 ..„----:---:---.'_Morning Worship • . 10:45 a. m. Sunday school .9:15 a. m.
Sunday School 9' 3119 • m - Mortung Worship . 10:30a. m. 
. - - --
. DEXTER BAPTIST MEMO -a SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Wednesday Service 7 Ad pm. Sabbath School Sat. 10:30 a. m. -
_ .„,_ ..,_., ... .. ..--,_. ,„ , 
. ........--, .









WershipServiee -,-, IL AO a.m.
-„,-- v
Max Keil
. ! .... . : .._.
7:00 p.m. ..
_ _
ON Colkorry OW . 753-7111Sunda., Nite „•
Earth Hath No Sorrow -
That Heaven Cannot Heal
Prayer Changes._ Us,
Not Go.d___.





Septic Tanks • Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Tanks
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Bibles 8, Church Supplies
Reference t. Inspirational Books
is t c...., of S••••• We Special Order Promptly .753 ins






. IrtChir DaReidas Beef and Nom







Rt. 4 - . 753-1717,
Murray, Ky.
simmaao





-Complete Treesndspere Service.- ... Freer End Armament
-Complete TeessUpt Repair Sonia-
tot S. 718 - . . .-. 753-1751
Radiator & Auto Glass Service
American Cain-AMC
Motors Jeep
Hernet-Mateskr-Gremlin- Jeep-Pear r Women
Top throaty Used Cars
806 Coldwater ltd. P6.... 7534444
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
66 . South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC






1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
-
Honor Thy__. .. . . ._ _ 
. Father-and Mother
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block (.of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
.Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE




U r 0 n f
Cl"FamoWhiripoill Sales & Service Quasar
FamousFish 
Dinnersi
Minch lefts Shopping Center 753.3037
De Hwy. MI or Armors
Phone 474-2202
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
ith LOtostrust • 753-4832


















Hutson Chemical Co.  Inc.
"for All Your fertilizer Nor•ds"








• TabersMurray Electric System




-Go To Church Sunday"'
,
. • Tiny Tot
Day Care .
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed '






Murray's Most Complete Department Store
DeVanti's Steak
' & Pizza House
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
..r
Love Is
An Image Of God
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8. Delivery
Open 6, 30 o mi. - (1.1. 11 • 00 p. in
Sunday Opens:06.i.. _ cio. 10:00
South 12th Pheeri 753-9131
111 US INTIIIINN VOL 




We use plastic &
'wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
'. Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Deivad A. Jones arid Lorry Seiler, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service





403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Kentucky Lake_
If God is your partner,




JOBBERS OF SHEII OIL PRODUCTS
Mier's Serving Callimay, Gre.ei
753,1323 rod Ceriisa Counties
Worship Regularly Jesus Saves
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone '53-5012.... -
Love is Love's Reward
Hendon's Service Station
PHILLIPS CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
• 66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
















West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Snyvinsi Graves, Callearin ktrhaN, Carlisle Counties in My end
Hairy Co., TOMI1 .
• 753-4351 or 247-4350
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
HOUSE 13D.AT RENTALS
.
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
w
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Seryice •
Phone 753-5802 , tOS N. 4th St., ,.
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USE THE WANT ADSMurray Independant Schools Supports Special Education Program• Phone - 753-1916




cording to the U.S. Office of
.Education. Nalionwide,
slightly more than half of
them are being provided - the
kind of education program
they need.
In a continuing effort to
provide a comprehensive and
quality education, Murray
Independent Schools supports
a Special Education Program
which has been termed unique
for a school system of its size.
Children who are identified
as being in need of special
°services are referred by their
classroom teacher for an
educational evaluationAp-
proval for evaluation is
usually. requesie.d by the
referred child's parent or
guardian. After the - needed
assessment .information is
obtained a School-Based
PARA-PROFESSIONALS — Para-professional tides are a valuable part of
Education programs. Audres Brown left, Title I Reading teacher at Murray




LANGUAGE MASTER — Debbie Colyott directs a student using the Language Master.
A varietv of teaching methods and materials are available for use by students.
INSTRUCTION — Bonnes Sanders provides instruction for a small group of students
who spend a period each day in the resource room. Their activities are coordinated in
advance with The regular classroom teacher.
SMALL RATIO — Ruth Ann Hook explains material to one of the students she sees
aoP. 
on a regular basis. A Small teacher-pupil ratio allows Special Education teachers to
provide individuali7ed instruction.
LIPIPPlimerr•-•
COMMUNICATION — (From left) Bonnie Sanders, Betty Wagar and Sharon Downing
discuss problems, procedures and other information concerning their students. Com-
munication among the Special Education staff as well as with tither school personnel is





Committee meets to discuss
evaluation results and to
-determine the best placement
and educational program for
the referred child.
Individual educational plans
are -developed depericring on
each child's -individual needs,
strengths and_ aeo.kne_sses.
The special programs in the
Murray School System to
which a child may be-referred
include behavior disorders,




Serving Carte and Robert-
son Elementary Schools and
Murray Middle School, Mrs.
-13ennie Satiders described the -
program which she heads as
serving the child who
demonstrates an inability to
learn in school which cannot
be explained by intellectual,
sensory or health factors. The
typical student may exhibit a
Vatiety argXtrelne—blerhaVlor
patterns, an inability to
deulop- --meaningful
reintionships anckir a- ten-
dency to develop physical
symptoms associated with
school problems.
In working with a Behavior
Dist:inter...student, an4,111--
dividual plan is devised which
'generally includes techniques
to modify behavior, in-
dividualized work on
academic skills for a period
each day • in the resource






elementary level, and Miss
Sharon Downing, middle and
_high' school lével, Cotriprise-
the staffing of the Speech and
Hearing Services Program.




disorders of all phases of
speech, hearing and language
dift Acuities.. .
Students Who are enrolled in
thaprogiaMare -teen either .
individually or in small groups
twice per -week for thirty
minutes each session. A close
working relationship is
maintained with the
classroom teacher • and
parents in order for the child





The Title I Reading
Program is a federally funded
program which provides
assistance to children who are
reading below their grade
expectancy. The program
gives the children extra help-
in reading each day in ad-
dition- te their -regular
classroom reading lesson.
Martha Fenton at Carter
Elementary and Audrey
Brown at Murray .Middle
School work with', the
classroom teacher and
teacher aides in organizing
the program for the children.
A variety of materials and
activities are used to meet the
individual needs of the
children. According to federal
guidelines, a specific goal is to
increase the child's reading
ability by an average of six
months. Most students-
enrolled in the program gain
an average of approximately
11/2 years. The ultimate goal is





disabilities are defined as
having average or above
Intelligence but who have a
disorder in one or more basic
psychological processes which
are involved in understanding
or using spoken or written
language, according to Debbie
Colyott, L.D. resource teacher
for the Murray Elementary
Schools. A child's disability
may appear as an imperfect
ability to listen, think, speak,
read, write, spell or perform
mathematical calculation.
Mrs. Kathy Mowery directs
the L.D. program at Murray
Middle School: She described
the program as providing
individual help in a resource
room setting for students who
• have learning difficulties. An
L.D. student is encouraged
and helped to keep up with
regular class assignments by
being given individual help,
extra time for reading er
writing tasks or the op-
portunity to take oral tests.
Mentally Handicapped
Program
The main objective for
special education ,students is
the preparation for life now
and in the future. As such, the




from their segregated status
ix -special education classes
and integrated in regular
clitssrooms for —varying_
periods of time according to





instruction for the student.
Instructors for the Educable
Mentally Handicapped are
Thelma Warford, elementary
schools; Betty Wager, Murray
Middle School; and Ruth Ann
Hook, Murray High School.
School. Both Murray and
Calloway County children are
part of the program. They are
involved in activities -ranging
from the academic areas such
as number amid - word
recognition and • writing
motor development, sodial
adjustment, self-care and
individual training. Also -in-
cluded in the program are
physical education, art,
music; and educational
television programs geared to
the interest level of the
children..
All the teachers of Special
Education in Murray System
take advantage of a smell
teacher-pupil ratio to provide
individualized instruction and
to-make use of a wide variety
of teaching methods and
materials. They also stressed
the necessity and importance
of working closely with the
The trainable . mentAlly_classroom teacher for
handicapped program is in- maximum educational growth
structed by Susaallargrove at for the Special Education
Ftubertson Elementary—Student - - -
4
Near Evangelist Travis Smith
*TOPIC




15th & Sycamore St. - Muriay, K.
•
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
No one ever drowns his troubles in a bottle. He
only irrigates them. We only compound our
_problems when we attempt to deal with them
tfirOiigifi e-Scaiiism: And:011e doesn't hdve to "run -
away" in order to try to escape. Pills, pot,
promiscuity, and psuedo-pleasure are among
the most popular escape mechanisms.
The only way to deal with difficulty is to face it
• 'with the power'of prayer and the confidence of
faith. Nothing is quite so bad as it seems when__
we aro, willing to _courage() usly .grapple with it:. _
The "Serenity Prayer" immediately comes, to
mind:.- ,
"God grant me the serenity,- To accept those
things I cannot change; The courage to change
those things that can be changed; And the
wisdom to know the difference."
Jesus is our ideal model in problem-solving. He
--never rats from the tough situations of life. He
met and defeated His foremost enemy (Hebrews
2:9718; 4:15,16; 5:7-9). It isn't always, easy. The
majority may not agree or understand. When
you and God do, that is all that really matters. So,•
don't let your problems get you down. Get your
problems down by looking up, first to God and
then to self.
"
It's the greatest ding in the world
to be a Christian.






at 1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mon. thru Thurs. 9 to 6 Friday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY -ADVANTAGE,' TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends










05.92 Effective Annual Yield
*Ho Minimum Deposit Required











SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
MURRAY BRANCH
ataer S... I tow 41:4•••
1101151116
OPPORTUNITY
• * • I *
—4 ROL .
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•
Let's Stay Well
Search For The Cause Of Hives
NIUE. Blasingame. M.D. Attacks may be worse
when the weatittr is warm, •• Q.: Mrs. C. N. writes that if the person is fatiguettoe- -she is troubled with recur- if an infection i presentrent attacks of hives. The such as chronc inflarruna-episodes are apparently Lion in the gall bladder.becoming more severe and A carefig_history, phyai.distressing. She asks about -.cid exatnination and labo-suggestions for treatment. ratory studies are useful inA: You should locus your
efforts On finding the cause- detennihhig your general
health and the presence ofof your trouble; the search
any chronic infectionmay not be easy.
which may make your skinHives (known also as
more vulnerable to attacks'nettle rash because of 
of hives.the itching, urticaria, or
angioneutrotic edema), 's careful review of Your-characterized by firm eating habits and Yourmedications could uncoverbumps • or welts, can be th.
very uncomfortabloroven----r-- Y9W-- Physician ---alarming, especially if may want to place you on a
simple elimination diet ofswelling of the tissues in food which seldom causethe throat is involved. The 
allergies and graduallybasic trouble Is generally add one additional food atregarded as an allergic
reaction: a time to determine if it isThese react.'
a possible offentley. A con-.
';:rillowcwwn J`Ch-y---a-anie`"" p"'re7 Sultation with a physician
duce-hives in-earl:air' pert wh° sPecializes 411/ergYmay be useful in moreSOILS. 
-difficult cases when theSometimes thilaake of
a larger quantity of 'a cer- cause is obscure.
Lain food will bring on an
attack-. If a person is highly
sensitive, even small
amounts may cause a skin
reaction. Shellfish and
onions are commonly
involved, though any num-


























ment of a purge with ep-
som salts had some basis
for ridding the sytem of the
offending substances. Cold
packs help the itching, as
do light clothing and coo) ---
air. Antihistamines may
bring some benefit. Fink
ing-the offending food- or
medication and avoiding
it, clearing up any chroniC  
infection, and care of your
general health offer ths ,
best hope of preventing
episodes of hives. ,
Usuaily;if you are sensi-
tive to a particular sub-
stance, the sensitivity will









-The Old Choirmaster" is a
program broadcast on WKMS-
FM, the radio voice of Murray
.State University, each.
Siliklay at 7:30 a.m. and noon
for people who enjoy hymns.
Larrie Clark, assistant
professor of music, is the host
of the programs, which
features favorite religious
hymns. He traces the history
of each hymn and its com-
poser and sings it, ac-
companied on the piano by his
wife Maxine.
Emphasis is on the musical
and inspirational aspects of
the non-sectarian-Iznik. The
program include hymns that
have been popular in a variety
of - countries and among
• various religious groups.
Clark has been a member of
the faculty at Murray State
since 1965.
WKMS-FM is a nonprofit,
noncommercial station which
operates ass public service of
Murray State. An affiliated of
the National Public Radio639 S. 4th St. network, the station at 91.3 on




Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on
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•_Th.0.1,e_ia _nothing.  Ii 
the good taste of
Brach's real choco-



































and massages gums too.
MODEL 49








The pre-softened paste wax that makes shining












•••••••••• Owe so •
Features FM/AM radio, cassette recorder with
built-in condenser microphone and AC convert-









• - - MODEL OF-1—




14 88- Deep Fryer  REG. 18.88
Compact and economical, uses just 2 cups of
oil. Fry basket included for handy fogd hand-,











Just set it and forget it and get taste-tempting











Keeps valves, lifters and rings







Leather-look polyurethane uppers with 'thickly
cushioned innersole: tricot lining. Softly pad





















• • • • • •
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Schedules For The Week Of Nov. 19-Nov. 25
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE -2 . WM-3
7:00 - Sapid Heads. ,
7:53- Scheelhone Ink
8:00- Scoeby All Stars
9:55-Schoolhouse Rock
10:00- trellis Sopershow
'1 00 - Weekend Special 10:55-klio_olkenalock
1T 30- NCAll 11190-4,C Siwwl SO173 00 -NtAA 11:30- NCAA Football
6.00 - Bugs Bunny 3:00- NCAA timtbail
7.00-Fish COO- Lawrence Walk
7:30 - Deed/ion Petticoat 700 - fish
8:00 - Stanky t Hutch 7: 30 - Operat ion Petticoat
...liassity &Matra-





b 00-  Mach
7 00 New Super Friends
00- leffOlympics













1:30 - Rex Nonhard













10:30- Nashville On Road
11 JO-Soil of Ply
1130- Directiens








llis Ike Archie* _
9:31- Ma Graeae
10:00-Thunder





1 :00+ Open Bowling























2:30 - Gene Autry
-
3:00- Petri !Avon ..
4:00L ffisokies ' -
5:00 -.- Grad Camera
5:30- Neer
6:00 - Ike Now
7:00-Bab *when























12:00 -Ai int ion s
12: 36- Jobber jaw
12:55- Schoolhouse Rock
Ai 50-Farm Digest
7:00 -Donnie fins Menet"
7:30-Jeff's Collie
8:00- Nashville Gospel
8:30- Day of Discovery
t:00- Dimensions...0, Faith
9:30- Nereid of Treth





1:00 7 .$4,49/. Matio_1•411 4:00- National freographk
4:30 - Thnilmaker Sports 5:00-Sunday Scene
S:00- College F'bell Nilites 3:30-News
5:30-Wild kingdom 6:00-Disney
6:00-Nancy Drew ,7:00 -The Big insist
AlliMorillion '10:00-Scene at 10
8:00-Sunday tight Movie 10:30-Second City
10:25 - News 11:00-Movie
10:40- 700 Club
1























10:30 -Search t Rise,.
iumi_s 11:00- Boggy Pants














6:45 - Weather 6:00-Sunrise Som.
7:0O-C.S. Roari 6:30-16nn
1:00-Shari Lewis 7:00-Mr. Maw
8:30- /kw Anhies 7:30-Bugs inn
1:30-The Greatest $130-4beelsirde








































7: 00 - Numasi Dimension





10:30- Face The Nation
11:00- TVs is the life
I1:30- lamp Unto My het






















1:30-One life To live
4:15-Seseeral Heoplad
3:00- Edge of light
3:30-In* brach




















5:45 - Womisor 5:00 -Coentry Amnia
5:33- Isloneag Devotion 5:3O_c.,4 new
6:00 -Mph Eatery Show 6:00-Newt
7:00- Tido Shew 7:00-01d Times Sage,
7: 25 - Some Today 7:30-Morning en 5
7:30-Today Show 8:00 -Costes Haerroo
11:25 -karat TIN* -8:00-aseee Ivey




11:00-Shoot let the Stars
11:30- NOON Thew
12:30-Days of iter lives
1:30-The Deoon














2:00 - All In The Fool,





5:00- Mary Tyler Mews








9:30 - Romper Room
9:15 -Cainier •
10:00-Wheel of I anon
10:30- Anytedys Gans
11:00-Shoot for tin Stars
11:30-Chico 8. Its. Moo
12:00-News -
12:30=Days sof ear Lives
1:30-Doctors
2-00- Anotber ViteW _
3100-0ng Thew
3:30 - Gilligans Island






6:00 - Summer Semester
6:30-11reolcfast Show









12:.03 - Nanny News
12:30-As this World Terns
1:30-Guiding light









1TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY -
WNGE-2

















































































































TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
_
WNGF-7






11:00 -Starsky 1. Notch








8:00 - Charlies Ales
9:00- Beretta
10:00-News


































12:30 - late News
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
-WNGE-2
















7:30 - Whets Happening i









9:00 -Spociel : leerier
70:00-Scene at 10





















































1:30 - Miss Towson

























6: 30 - Mitch Gems





12:30 - late News
some of the most acclaimed
American-orchestral groups, 4,60.- Sign-off ,40111.4.1.11
-including the New York "8:00 Sign-off
Philliarrnonic and the Chicago.
Symphony•Orcfiettfa.
Concert's by the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra can be
heard at 8 p.m. on-Tuesdays,
while broadcasts of the New
'York Philharmonic are aired
at 8 p.m. on Wednesdays.
In addition, WKMS-FM at
91.3 on the FM band carries
week4y- performances -by
leading opera companies,
including live broadcasts of
the Metropolitan Opera in
New. York City and per-
formances by the San
Francisco Opera, at noon on
Saturdays.
Concert and recital per-
formances by- a variety of
- other classical groups
ate broadcast at 8 p.m. each
Friday.
WKMS is a nonprofit,
noncommercial radio station
which operates as a public
service. of Murray State
University and serves
listeners. in West Kentucky,
Illinot&, Missouri, and Ten-
nessee. The station is af-





12 Noon San_ Frakcaco
Opera-- The • nationally
popular -opera -rathras
• Sunday, Nov. 20- -
5 p.m. Voices in The Wind-
Produced by NPR, this'
program is a magazine of the
arts. The "voices" belong to
those directly involved: ar-
tists, performers, and
creatois. Oscar Brand *East&
6:30 p.m. Folk Festival,
U.S.A.-Musical highlights
'from the Faurth National
Women's -Music Festival
include performances by
gospel singer Jane Sapp, soul
singers, "Sweet Honey In The
Rock," and country music
singers Anne Romaine and
Hazel Dickens.
8:30 p.m. JAZZ-The lineup
Itonsists of Jazz Revisited at
8:30, Jazz at 9:00, followed 'by
Jazz Horizona_which includes_
Jazz Unlimited at midnight.
Monday, Nov. 21
7 p.m. Options In
Education-The first of e two
part examination of Title IX-
the prohibition of sex
discrimination in education-
leads educators, parents. and
Students into a look at sports
facilities for females. (The
second part can be heard
November 28 at, 7 p.m:)
10 p.m. Soulflight-News,
inforttion and music are
blended especially for the
Black listener.
Tuesday, Nov. 22
7 p.m. National Town
Meeting-"America's
Emotional & Mental Health"
with Dr. Robert Coles who is a
research psychiatrist for the
-- Harvard 'Uiiiièrsiy ti1th




Condition of Blacks Today"
Georgia - State Senator and
long-time civil rights activist,
Julian Bond, speaks on the
condition of blacks today.




pianist is Garrick OhIsson.
Pierre Boulez conducts.
Thursday, Nov. 24
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues-Pauline is
remembered by many
Americans as NBC's U.N.
correspondent. For the past
few yearsAe has been NPR's
foreign affairs analyst. This
program features a number of
experts each week in a
discussion of U.S. foreign
Policy.
7:30 p.m. Murray Common
Council-WKMS News &
Public Affairs Director Jesse
Young provides giwel to gavel
coverage of the regularly
scheduled meeting of the
Murray Common Council.
Sattirday after a brief absence
due to Racer football.
7 p.rti. Earplay-"Wings"
by Arthur Kopi.. An elderly
woman who was a pilot in her

































WKMS-FM, the radio voice- 6:00 A Better
of Murray State Uuiversity, - 
War
each week broadcasts stereo ----461-90- Avert cal• Pro prece4ege b- - . - -
Sign-oia Sign-on Sianon- 
A f ternoon Afternoon Afternoon
Devotional De vot ional Devotional
Film Short Film Short Film Short
- -*---- -MEOW - -..rocus -
MEWS 11 NEWS 11 NEWS 11
Human Dimension Murray Bill Feriperson
0444.410444.a. -..---- ShoW
recordings of concerts- by 1.4a4 Chillingesilllesuma -Tocus on' 
Quest Tor
Energy Adventure












2.- MS11 Economist, Rose Wise
syreeetr -arm -Th-e-ATTE nt't cr Sh oe b-"
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. Murray City Schools -
3. Cooking Lessons_with Ann Uthiberg
1. Book Beat: Richard Steiger, MSU English Department
2. History in Perspective
I. Ca-t u'r4 11i roiigr-VO re rirrigilage----. 
2. Murray High School Sports
1. Library Corner with Margaret Trevathan
2. Callowaj-County, High School Sports -
; 3., Charles Timberlake, St. John's Baptist, Murray




Sometimes, the artist has to
get beaten up to make it to the
top or even to the road of
success. This is what usually
happened to Leo Sayer when
he tried to Steal someones act
by taking the stage and doing
his songs. "Believe Me, they
are the worst," Sayer told the
"New Musical Express."
"I've had chairs 19-Okel over
ns head...bottles  thrown at
me. ,ieenbadly beaten up and
thrown out..."
Gerald Sayer alias Leo
Sayer has finally made it to
the top-even superstardom
with his previous Lp "Endless
Flight" and his all time
smasher -" Yg_v__MakeMe
Fed rat Dancing." Now tile
.29 year old rocker and writer
has a new Lp out called
"Thunder In My Heart" that
is just as good as if not better
than "Endless Flight." On this
new Lp, Leo collaborated or
wrote -seven -of the ten songs.,...
The hit single from the Lp is
"Thunder In 1.kty Heart" that





heardrhythms  h e 
in a 
album 
- th .it 
Sayer 
are s
beautifully arranged by Gene
Page with the strings and well
produced by Richard Perry.
However, this will probably
not be the only single from
the album-there are four or
five !bore cuts on the Lp that
by J. D. Lancaster
•
• 






are hit potentials. They are
"Easy To Love," "Leave Well
Ehough Alone" (contains a
tough sounding harmonica),
'Fool For Your . Love",
"There Isn't Anything" and
4-Everything-II-vet:lot" There-
are great bouncy tunes and
ballads that should keep us
humming at least for the next
year.
The new Eric Carmen
album: "Boats Against The
Current" is rated 'as fair Ur- -
not as good as his first album
despite the fact he redid_
"Boats" three times in Studio
production and Cost Arista
records nearly 9400,000. The
only really good cut on the Lp




11-1 The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
-Large ielection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
New Releases_ _
-Kis 5, Rick Wakeman
Alice Cooper Temptations,
Corr-ftric Shun, 8 Commodores 4-ive
The largest Selection of Topes and Albums in this area
TV Service Center







Savings $0000 On Some
Up To Models
Savings On ALL CASE GARDEN
TRACTORS in stock - with more than 22
to choose from.
OFFER GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1977
ESE * McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.
















1 Legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE s,
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWA-Y eIRCUITCOURT - - -
FRED HART and wife, BEAUTON HART Plaintiff,
VERSUS TERRY ROGE,RS, and wife, CART:A
ROGF-RS., DEPARTMENT. OF REVENUE, COM-- -
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, and CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY Defendant.
- - -• • • - NOTICE* SALE - 
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court renderedlt.the280 of October
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Four Thousand Five Hundred Forty Eight and 60/100
• • -4-4.Stillki0J-Dollara, with interest at the rated seveapec.
cent per annum from the 14th day of July 1977, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed tooffer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray, Ken-
tucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the
28th day of November 1977, at 1:00 O'clock p. m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six montis, the folloWilig
described property, to-wit:
Beginning at the North edge of the Hazel-South
Pleasant Gmgelipiqd mutat the EaSt_edgeof GrantorS'
tract from which this conveyance is taken; thence Nor-
th and along these Grantors' Faqi line= feet to a
- stake; thence Wt 100 feet to a stake; thence South 232
feet to the North edge of said road; thence East and
along the North edge of said road 104 feet to the point of
beginning. "EXCEPT: A driveway easement on the
- West Side of the ahave-cleseribed-trad."
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
-fro* claF oll gale,Ahlirpaict,iidllaving the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuft Court
COMMISSIONER'S SILL
- -'THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MID-STATE HOMES, INC. Plaintiff, vEpsus LINDA
CHATMAN, BILL CHATMAN,- AND FRIENDLY
FINANCE AND INVESTMENT Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE 
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
- A' Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the October 28th -
Term thereof 1977, in the above-cause, Tor the sum of
• 1. Fifty Twallundred Eighty Fieeand no/100 Ik285.00)
Dollars, with interest at the rate of eight per cent per
annum after judginent until paid and its cost :therein
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
iii the-Cityontiltwrarit-entu-cTty, To the highest-bitterer:-
atpublic auction on the 28th day of November, 1977, at
1:00 O'clock p. m., or thereabout, upon a credit Of 30
days, the following described property, to-wit:
Lots 56 and 57, Unit II of Kentucky Lake Develop-
ment Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3 at Page 21 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. This is a
part of the same property which_Smithwood Develop-
ment-Corp...Inc obtained-title to-by-cleed-dated•!ep-
Umber 7, Ian fr-in iv?0 raDle eVeliiipment.Gar- •
poration, Inc. and in Deed Book 138, Page-64 •
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
This being the same property ccniteyed to Linda Chat-3'
_man by deed" dated June--38,, 1969 from Smithwood •
Development Corporation, Ine, and recorded in
CallowaY County Clerk Office in book 141, page 19.
For the purchase price, tbe-pnrchasermusterecute '
bona, with approved securities bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a. judginelt. Bidders- will:be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Fr-ank L. Ryan



























iSNI- THAT A PRE-77N )





















- -fisher Stoves .





'WHERE IS Paradise? Is
Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and
any other questions that
might. arise 4100 the
pages of the only In-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
people, The Holy Bible,


































Reminds you it is Fall
Tune-Up Time.


















WILL BE BUYING fur_ .
Monolti-through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months 641
South on Toni Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
41.--VA-Hear-Y463-6670.
Woad you Isles to Ms
ow Chwws Bus to Surt-,__
Soho& and
nifty worship sorvicos tav
• -
Sinking Spring Baptist Chuidi
Bus Driver for Novem-
ber is Jerry Windor
753-7944.




gift, check out the
Goodman Residence on - _
Tom Taylor- --Road. --
Original oils, 10.00 up.
Prints, 15.00 and 20.00
.-.. -each.- Call 753-3473. -
CYPRESS SPRIlsIGS
Restaurant overlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake is
open Friday, Saturday
and Sunday till 8 p. m.
fOr your dinjng pleasure
Call 436-54%.
BELTONE HEARING
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200


























4 hometown/ars in this
area will be given tho
Opportunity of having now
DuPont florgclidtpli_
opioTiod io'tTsOir hornet with
optional decorative work at
a wry law cost -
DuPont Siding has a non
pro rated- Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee. This amaz-
ing now product ho, cap-
ti-rid this interest of Koine-
0.oeis _ _throughput the
United Stenos who one fed
up with constant painting
and coheir maintonanc•
costs. It will lost tiau-to Wo-
tan* -ond provides tu
sulation summit, and winT
ter, as WirIFOs'-firit protec-
tion. Our now product can
be usod °Vim every typorof
horn*, including train*. con-
(rot* block. osbiestos, stuc-
co etc. It comers in a choic•
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to yoisir woo
FREE!!
Insulation
with purchase of ,
Tedlar House Siding
For on appointment





















M155 DIANA PALMER, 1
BRING 141.5 EXCELLENCY'S
WELCOME. HE AWAITS












Morntn., N, 4,n or Evening
I DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:30 p.m. -




from old or new, black














5 lost And Found
LOST: Male Siamese cat
In Hazel area. Answers
to Rascal. Has a crooked
tail and black collar
with vaccination tag. If


































See Roy Harmon, next
to drive In Theatre
entrance.
BABYSTITER for 10 year
old girl. After school
until 5 p. m. in South-
west School District.












. M•rniT • Lf
ô. Nell) *anted
PERSONS IN-
TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning 300.00-500.00 per
moath. Possibly -from
home. Call for ap-
pointment only, 759-1370..
15. Articles For Sale
BABY cum with mat-
tress and bumper
guards. 20.00. Call 753-
5778. to purchase at LEACH'S




gold, size 5. $350. Call
coeus-, -fountain, -tar ----- -759416.6- 
22 Musical
hops.Apply in person
*tic Drive In, Murray,
Ky.
$ 2 00 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE - stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped






• Top salary and fringe








or call Mr. James
collect (303)-7794026.
LOANS AVAHABLE for




from 5,000 to 500,000.
New, business start up.
Call 502-8115-1795 bet:






surgical, X-ray and cobalt,
other Wended benefits. NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays in addition to
ail other insurance. For fur,
titer information sae Wayne
Ortlettn- at 202 Tooth 4th or
coll1723-3243.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
. 143-8515. .
MOTOR FOR '73 Vega.
Must be  in good con-




' homes. Call 1-527-8322.
STANDING TIMBER by
, the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
1LADIES' DRESSES size




sign, 4'x6'. Can mount to
face of building or on
pole. All complete to
hang, carries four 6'
flourescent bulbs. Can
be seen 603 South 4th.
600.00 sign for only
150.00.
WESTERN FLYER
men's 26" 10 speed. In
goodcondition. Call 753-
4725.





LADIES 10 speed bike.
Call 753-7557 after S p.
m.
BUY A POULAN chain
saw now. Receive ab-
solutely free 1 gallon of
bar and chain oil and 8
cans of fuel mix plus
free maintenance
service until February
1st, 1978.- MXXV ex-
cluded. Tidwell Lawn
and Garden Equipment,
303 Main St., Hazel, 492-
8147.
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
SAVE1.10 on latest tapes
& albums..Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC te TV
in Paris.
TWO RESERVED chair












velvet gold chair. 75.00.
Schwinn bicycles. Table
lamp 10.00. Call 733-6097
after 3:30.
DINETTE SET table 6
chairs. Iron bed steads.
Call 753-3101.
FIVE PIECE mahogany
dining room set. Drop
leaf table, Duncan
Phyfe style. Cid] 753-
4746 after 3 p. m.
TWO REFRIGERATORS
both in good working
order. 35.00, 10.00. Call
753-4557 after 5 p. m.
wunszrzEu PIANOS &








16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan 3 ply
Persian. MalerTali • for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and flose
em
La 12 -hook- -In 28
des ns, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
rieedlearts.
19. farm Equipment
MF 135 DIESEL tractor.
4500.00. Cell .489-2387 or
489-229e.
20. Sports Equipment
PONTOON BOAT, 8 x 10
















& Pest Control'_ _
Illear sand dspooled me le











beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory- and- --
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
- West Ky.-Mattreu- and
Furniture 1136 South




almost new girls size 14





to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1201 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
26 TY Radio
THE FOLKS at Sanest
13oulevar4 urge you to. ,
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you .
Want. Pianeers great
demand nationvildf this
year has already caused
a shortage on some











•Full-Size MR Record Changer
vFront-Panel Stereophone Jack
-1.0otptits For-MairrAnd Extension-30MM* -
*Automatic Stereo Switching
.Automatic And Manual Program Change
.filuminated Program Indicators
















Central Center 153-5865Shopping Center






maple with solid state -
eaisette -recorder and
i,laver, AM-FM,
FM AFC, tape.? Stph.
Three extra speakers.
Electro Flex 80 HMS
_ about 20 albums 15
singles, will sell cheap.
• Must sell. Can be Seen at
Fox MeadowsTrailer 8-
A21.









Trade naw and save. All
color TV's bo-ught
between now and
Christmas get -free 1
year service. Sissons
--Zenith Sales and- Ser--
vice, 18 miles West of




27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 HILLCREST trailer
hy ̀Skyline. 12 x '60; 2 -
bedroom, 1 bath. Just




gas heat and central air
*conclitiontrig. Heady to
move in at Riviera Cts.
Couple is moving out of
town must sell. For
information call 753-5329
after 5 p.m. _
27. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 55 MOBILE HOME.
Nice. Good condition
Call 437-4292. ,
FOR SALE 5 acres of land
fenced with net wire, 3
bedroom trailer 12x60
GE washer and dryer
StiiVe... refrigerator.
couch, stock barn,
chicken house 24.x24,. _
building good for garage
or shop. Good well and








7434106.  • •
NICE FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
Available for 1 person.,
Inquire- 100-South 13th.
36. for Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Braaria‘ls.- 7534840_




gold trophy sire in-
NEWLY DECORATED pedigree, sold dame for
apartments for girls. 500.00 in March. Grand
60.00 per month. Can sire sold for it,000.00
7534685. _ . ...,_ before service age._Oury
Lovins, 436-5324.
34 Houses For Rent 38 Pets Supplies
1974 NECIBil.E, HOME, 3 ST. BERNARD pup, AKC
bedroom, 2 baths, RENT - MODERN farni` reirstered:. Call,. 1-247-
central heat and air, home, wall to wall 3388.
underpinning, nice front carpet, stone fireplaces.
porch. Furnished or large screened
unfurnished. Call 753- backyard, • orchard,
3418 after 5. grape vineyard, garden
space. 13 miles from
Murray. 200,00 per








Traffer Conn. call 489:"
2533.
TRAILER AND BIG Id
near school. Central aim-
and heat. 120.00 per
_month, and deposit. Call
436-2658. .
MOBILE HOMES and
• mobile home spaees for
rent-, at -Riviera Courts.
Call 7534280.
, 1976 Pontiac Firebird Trans-Am, black with all
the extras.
1973 Mazda
1972 NIG Midget convertible, yellow and ready.
1975 t adillie Sedan DeVille, extra clean, new car
. _trade in.
itn Pontiac Catalina. 4 r-doo- , tinrible power and
_ air, new car trade in: .
1966 Oldsmobile 88,4 door.
1 Demonstrator Left
A 1977 Bonneville Brougham
, At A Big Savings
good Used Cars Needed
Highest trade-Ins




Pas - Pieties • Gales
-Smelted Customers Are Owr
Min Concent-
1401 West Neils - 753-5315
1707 OLIVE-3 bedroom,
2 bath house. Couples
only. No pets. $200
month. Call 74-3283 ask
for Ron.













Sofa and chair. Hide-a-
bed, odd chairs, chif-
lerobe_ Call 751-9218.
Friday and SatUrdal. 8-





wood Drive. Clothes and
some furniture. Boys




PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
TIME VERSUS MILES
Looking for a new home dilutes rather than miles.
TOY YiSlif roa++4+:1---;7 -o r-T-4Y- be
to a'a. new job in a new
location+ Then commuting
distance is an. important
consideration.
There Was a time when the
simple method of locating a
home was to draw a circle
on the map -around your
place of- employment and
look fox a twuse in that
geographic area. ?lo longer
is this.the case,
, With tctglar's super high-
ways, you might commute
to a job 20 miles away in
less time than it would take
from an inner-city location
of only free miles.
Today, you should draw
your circle in terms of
some wonderfUl home:
buying opportunities, 1044
taxes, and better schools in
distant suburban locations -
only because you
THOUGHT they would be
too far away_ Dont_ talk-
miles. . . talk minutes and
you may just find your right
house at the right price.
Makes sense - doesn't it?
MEP 
Consulting with peopie
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom 8 Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobles 7'51-4451 or 753-
8958. We're here to help!
To BUY--See US! To SELL--List with US!
NEW HOME
3 bedrooms - carpets - central air and heat, 13/4
baths, quality construction, ready for oc-
cupancy. This is a fine home in a beautiful set-
ting - Priced to sell.
LAKESIDE HOME
On Blood River - A year round home on fine lot.
Garage and boat storage- patio anclaun-deek --
wood burning fireplaces--
LAKE VIEW COTTAGE
In Lakeway Shores. Insulated,- excellent con-
dition, 2 lots. Ideal for retired couple.
Frame 2 bedroom-home on Rt. 121 - large lot.
$18,000.
Lots
We have a wide selection of building lots.
Located on Rt. 121, In Wiswell, In Kennianna and
Pine Bluff Shores, in Panorama Shores, on Irvin
Cobb Road, in Lynnwood Estates, Meadow
Green Acre's and Fairview Acres - Jackson
Acres
PRICE REDUCED
$3,000 - Brick veneer - 2 miles from town -3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 acres - large workshop,
much more. Call us today.
NEARLY NEW
Brick. veneer -3 bedroom, 11/2 baths - large lot -
nice shade trees - fro:xi -• ,-
2 New Brick
Veneer , 3 bedroom homes almost completed.
Surburban living at reasonable prices.
Store building on 1 acre or more - building and
grounds without stock and fixtures, $22,000.
MOBILE HOMES
12 x 60 - on large lot - $11,750 - near Lakeway
Shore Subdivision.
12 x 50 - Pi mi. from university $5,500. Includes





















with filter. Air Hockey
game, one JR78-15
radial tire, lots of other
things to.choese.f
Puryear, Tn. just off 641
on W. Chestnut.- Sat.
Nor. -It •
GARAGE SALE, Friday-
Saturday 10 : 00-4 : 00.
Highway 94 East, 1 mile
out, Mapleweod Estates.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1951





5,000-.00 on this quilit-y 4-
bedroom. 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
_Lbcated only 5 miles:
northwest of Murray,
this home has central






753-1222 or visit our
- co-riven-Fen-63i • Tocated,.
office at 711 Main Street. -
We are wOrking hill time







List Your Propertz.With Us







SITY - The price -is
right and so is the
location, close to the
university an quiet
residential street. Four
bedrooms and 2 baths
pith lots of living area.
Fenced backyard and
living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
h. 5110.000




Cues, whi, listed S223,500
v.orth it real estate in
das
(den& Smith
Shell put the pint of
LOWY 'OBS REALTORS
to Morl, on your home.





LYNN GROVE - If you
hie lots of elbow room,
this home Is for you.
Home has _nine rooms
including 4 rieitrociiiii,
11/2 bath -and lovely
kitchen-dining room
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beautiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. "hone
KOPPERUD REALTY,




JUST LISTED - Com-
mercial lots. Ideally
located for any type
business you might have
-111-aftlefd. B2 Zoning. .
Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today. . . 753-
1492.
INVESTMENT '-OP-
-,, PORTUNITY - Brick
duple's' with each- unit
having 2 bedrooms
located only 4 miles
from Murray. This
property offers a good
return on investment
and owner would con-
sider financing. Priced










GOOD TASTE - GOOD






in living room, fenced
backyard, newly




In the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, /53-

















Buy this and be your
own boss. Make an offer
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors - 753-1492.
HOME SWEET HOME -
Ever think of being a
gentleman fanner? Buy
this choice property and
your dreams will come






pine forest with walking
and riding trails
meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
another picture this
pretty In this area".










surrounded by trees and
beautiful landscaping.
Huge den and stone
fireplace for the warm
drowsy hours. The
roomy aliaBlice-filled
kitchen was designed to
cheer your day. Marble
vanity top and tub en-
closure completes a--•
most elegant bath. A 3--
stall stable and 3 acres -
just right for the horse
enthusiast. Only
65,000.00. Call today for
your private showing.
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th,
753-8080.
1797 OLIVE. 3-BR 2 bath
brick' home' 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached aparttheril.
Should rent for /00.00
monthly. 49,500.00,...


















, _ HOMIIOR THE HOLIDAYS .
Just in time for the holiday season - sharp 2
bedroom briek •veneer,-•eleetric heat, carpeted
throughout. Draperies included. Carport, paved













Home of Distinction -
Just listed this beautiful and spacious 4 bedroom,
11/2 bath home" in, Gatosbcrrough SabithVtilbti.
Almost- 3,000 square feet of comfortable, well
designed living area in this 1-story brick home.
Central natural gas heat,_lovely fireplace, for-
mal dining room, private patio with gas grill and
we could go on and on! Why not take a look at this





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932





Here's how - Buy this grocery store in the New
Providence area. Sale includes all stock and
equipment plus Texaco gas pump service. All on
- - a beautiful 44 -acre lot - run your own business
and your own cafe only 827,500., . .
Beat The Price Increase
The price of this beautiful corner lot in Can-
-terbary Estates will be-goingup--buy now and
save. Only $6,300.
_A TRUE BARGAIN IS THIS 12 x 60 mobile home
on beautiful 225 x 100 lot in Rolling Acres Sub-
division. Family room, screened porch, and car-
port have been added. 12 116 outside storage t
building. Furnished at $12,000.
SOLID OLDER HOME ON LARGE COT in
Murray. This home at 413 N. 6th bas aluminum
siding exterior, natural gas heat, fireplace in
living room ar- 5 rooms down, 1 room upstairs -
$16/00. - - - • -
I
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle loff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
Helping people is our business
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
51 Acres - Has good 2 bedroom frame house,
stock bafif,-orchard, tobacco base & barn. Ex-
cellent building sites. $41,500.00.
Approx. 260 Acres, bottom & ridge land com-
binati_on,„ 1412.,agres. opez.. 115 acres crop land,
This farm would be ideal for a livestock
operation. Has mobile home & grain bin.
GOOD INVESTMENT - 147 acres in Calloway
Co. that joins TVA property on Blood River.
Sharp older home, barn and log cabin. 100 acres
under good fence & has good stand of marketable
timber.
Grocery & filling station at Coldwater, a double
business, ready for immediate take over. Call us
for more information.
IDEAL LOCATION on Coldwater Road Lt., mile
west of city limits. 4 Bedroom house with big
- - yard, nice ahade trees, & large-storage building
$26,500.00.
NOT AFRAID OF WORK - A real going business
for the ambitious family. Grossed over
;100,000.00 in '76. Also has 2 story brick home
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, dining rooni, family
room, lots of closets & carpeted throughout. No
information given on the phone.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
L LAKE ACCESS HOMES L LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope. Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 441-2312
A fterACurs, please call: .
Charles Jeffrey 474-2337




Volney Brien, Mgr. 577-9678







house or other property
in trade. Call 753-3872.-
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43 Real Estate 46. 
Homes For Sale
giurs for sale near BY CIWNER 3 bedroombrick, 1% bath,
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at 4200.00 and owner :=1:°111,1,tcairigasesi Centrill,ont mi
wants to sell fast. Phone air 
- KOPP614130-RMAMT; -ye- 
WjaJl to 
•
• wall carpet. 'Three wais-
753-1222 for friendly,
courteous Real Estate in 
closets, attached
garage and double
Service, concrete driveway. 1701
Magnolia, 35,900.00. Call
COMMERGIAL _ _PROP- .71334906-. -
ERTY for sale -
Located on South 12th HoesE Apf D Lfyr for
Street. Ideal location for safe. Located in town.
restaurant, or any retail Sell cheaper than rent.
business. This is a 137' x call 753_5998.
183' lot, prime business  1971 GRANDVILLE
--- location:--Phone -11-0P-----E-N-E R --Pentiaergead-canditam
PERUD REALTY, 753- SER V ATION home Reasonable price. Call
15222 for more in- nearing completion. 436-5687 or 436-2318.
formation. Located on Quail Creek 
Drive in Gatesborougb. 1958 FORD F-250 pickup, 6
Three bedrooms, 2 cylinder, licensed, runs
baths, large den with but needs carburetor.
wood burning fireplace; - -150.00. Cali-461.
living room dining area.
. Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700




49 Used Cars & Trucks 1111119119 BARRACUDA,
automatic with air,
power steering and
brakes. 350.00. Call 753-















ill Sycamore Mamey, Ky.
44 lots For Sale
TWO CANALFRONT lots
Rotunda, Fla. Paved
street, water and sewer.
Sell or trade. Call 753-
4124 1,-5, 753-0790
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick- home- with living
room, kitchen, dining
room, 2 baths, large
double car garage at 406
South 11th. On large





MO HONDA with fairing,
saddle bags, safety bar




r I Call 4
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 AMC HORNET. Two
door sedan. Six cylinder,
automatic, power
steering, air condition.
New tires, good con-
cliton. 750.00. Call 753-
9189 or 753-8124 after 5.
house, Near university.
--ins -PLYMOUTH; good-
- condition, many- extras,
air, new power brakes,
100 Volt alternator,
selling below wholesale
price. 1850.00. Call 767-
2289.
1957 FORD 2 door. Nice
shape. 1150.00. Also 23
BY OWNER-2 bedroom channel watkie_Aalide,
remodeled house on-1 100.00. Call 436-2516.
"acre. Has nice rich  - 
garden place. Come by MUST SELL 1969
at Joe Hortin, Route 3, Mustang, 4 speed,
Box 119; off of Highway - headers, good gas
E: 94. Behind Whites mileage. $475' or best
C.a_niper Sales. otter, co4 753.-0Cg, .





. 11WE ve..*ft QUAL1F1/4( FOR I )4SULATIOt•1
Both,in,good condition. 13Lrf WE M41 GE-1 A "TAX BREAK
Call 435-4489. FOR OUR NI F.) Ca 44OOT2 "- -
1976 TOYOTA Celica
Hatchback, 5 speed,
AM-FM, air, only 20,000
miles. 4500.00. Call 753-
0948 after 5 p.m.
1972 GRAND TORINO,
alr.stearing and brakes,_.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 -FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power




has new tires. Runs nod.




- Call 753-7311. -
1968 FORD FAIRLANE,
"
. good comfitihn. Call 753-
:
1971 BUICK ELECTRA
225; full power, new
tires, good condition.




313, 4 speed, excellent
mechanical condition.
Good tires and body no
dents. Asking 400.00.




• carpet, double bed, Big
WALLIS DRUG 6. Solar scoop, yellow.
•
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





Sun. Nov. 20, 1-5




Saturday Only (Nov. 19)
9-5
'
Ur Lk GARDEN CENTER
500 No 4I1-) 753-8944
1150.00 trade. Call 759-
1739-after 7 p. m.
FOUR WilltEL drive,
1966 jeep wagon, V-8
automatic. Warner lock
outs. 1350.00. Call 759-
1739 after 7 p. m.
1971 PONTIAC Suribird.
V-6 with air. Five speed.
Power i3,000.00.






between 8:30 and 5 p. m.
1968 FORD TRUCK, short
wheel base, custom
paint, stereo, radio,
tape. Call 753-2636 after
5.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Am. Body in good
condition. With ex-













is now open at its New Location
UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER
South 11th Street -
The new Agents:
ALAN VAILES & _RONALD-AURKEill
extend a welcome to the public to attend their Grand Opening
and Santa ClaUse *ht.
Nov. 18, 1977 from 6 PM to 9-PM
Come In and Register for a
fREri 9"-C IR PORTABLE TV SET
m!-* t"-







1976 K10 Chevrolet. 414,
fully equipped. Call 753-
1975 GMC pickup, 6
cylinder, standard shift,
new tires. 2850.00. Call
753-4034.
NICE CLEAN 1974
Plymouth Fury rrr. With
power brakes, steering
and--air. See George




air. AM-FM stereo radio
and tape, tilt. 1,600,30.
Call 753-4703,- 6-5, *aye
name and phone number
or 759-1274 after 5 p. m.
1973 'Cuda, black with
- white, stripes, Rocket
wheels, wide tires, 340
engine, 4 speed, ex-
cellent condition,
2,000.00. Call 753-7593
after 6 p. m.
1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
753-4917.
1971 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent ivy- Call 753-
4331.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 PLYMOUTH Custom
Suburban Station
Wagon. Good condition -





both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pep
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank. financing
available. Located 4
miles East ot Murray on
'Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
TOPPER FOR Datsun




stdes - -and service -
department at 1-24 and





decorative rock for stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
I . Alt COMPRESSORS  





and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306._ _
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call




NO PARTY TOO BIG..
OR TOO SMALL
We eater to your rieed.s
Make your reservations. non for







YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT
3 bedroom brick home on large lot. Family room,
Living room, Kitchen, Bath, and Utility room -
Outside storage in Carport. Sale includes
Washer, Dryer, Stove, Refrigerator PLUS 'ALL
furnishings except personal items. Only
$29,900.00. Can be bought unfurashed. To see
this home at 1503 Clayshire Call or Come by
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Bade Jeff's Shopping Center
. 759-1707 or 759-1716
-H.flping people .is our bustres
1. Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high- heat and cooling








Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will- clean the hallway
free, limit 4110. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe _ work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning Call John
`Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348. .
FAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





ficient service. NO job








FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor







DO YOU need Atumpit
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneeth.ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate





steam ar dry loam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30





















Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-
vice. Modern sheet
metal department.
..Larry Wisehart- - Murray Home----




Happiness is...ha4ing a comfortable home for your family
to enjoy. We think this home will fill the bill. There are 4
-bedrooms. fec gOOM ittnd fonvity room to. insure ItttoicY
for each member of your family. Call 753-1492 and let us
tell you of the many other extras in this home.
753-1492
After Hours
Loretta fobs - 753-6079




Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4446
51 Services Ottf.red
LICENSED ELEC-































struction Co., Route 2,
Soi 400A. Paducah, Ky.






limbs over houses and
--buddies*, Aibs-feetalid,.
cost expense and repair.
Call -for free estimator
474-2744 day or night. ,
Have you always wanted a
real um Nook huh! or..
Soon -huh, auw





53. Feed And Seed
HAY FOR SALE,
minimum 25 bales. Call
before 8 p. m. 753-8048.
54 Free Column
FREE PUPPY Sheph
• and Collie mixed. Call
753-5664-
ONE FEMALE, 5 males,-
healthy, happy, pups are
lookinglor a nice family
to adopt. Should be
- small dogs when grown._ -
Call 763-3939 or 7534711.  
ADULT FEMALE doet
art  ,ligrfter
medium size, long hair
very gentle. Call 4367
2591.
Sorel Savel _ _
20 Mile
Free Delivery
wewei, mid, se ewe. Os heo_o
reedy to osionile td re to 24160 stenfidOl. bulTdirktmoi sof fan
Neetiod. Sleep the rest Owe cede to DOOM *elm -
fee leas. WRT PROTAIILI 793-4904
ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN MURRAY-
You will notice the Superb craftimanihip and top
quality materials from the wooden pegged floor
of the foyer unde.r, a magnificient chandelier to
the oversized hallways and doorways to the
-mammoth sized 3 bedrooms. Living room,
seperate dining_rooni with hand crafted _and _
finished dividers, Fahuly- room with fireplace,
two baths, 2 car garage, intercom, utility room,
kitchen _which includes range, microwave oven,
and custom cabinets are a few of the features too
numerous to mention-Located in Gatesborough -
Shown by appointment ONLY.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle leff'l Bleeping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
-Try *elf Tliese-For Site
COMFY 3 BEDROOM
Orr 641 North, ttris newly- renovated 3- bedroom
home has 1".., baths, fireplace, garage, gar heat
anc11.6 acres of land. On city gas ancfwater, with
wall to wall carpet. Hard to find so much for so
little. 822,000.00.
COZY 2 BEDROOM
At 230 S. 15th Street is this well built home with
fireplace. Has economical gas heat, utility room,
nice range in kitchen. Large dining area. Deep
lot with 2 storage houses and you can't beat the
price. $20,000.00.
ROOMY 4 BEDROOM
This large &file at 303 S:13th-SI..6ffers plenty of
room for the large family. Has many closets and
2 fireplaces, storm doors and windows. You will
be delighted with its spaciousness. All this for
,..$38,000.00.
NIFTY LAKE COTTAGE
Really Sharp 2 bedroom cottage in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Carpeted' and partially furnished.
Has fireplace and large redwood deck, also car-
port and new air conditioner. Must see to ap-
preciate. Low, low price of 818,000.00.
Gay Spann Realty
'Your Key People In ResLE,s tote-
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
Guy Spann 753-2587 , Louise Baker 7532409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
T. r, Collie 753-5122





----riande N. Shurraft; 'age-IT;
brother of Mrs. Julian Warren
of Murray, died Saturday,
November 12, at Fort Carson,
He was a resident of 2109
Cortes Drive, Security, Colo.
The deceased was born July
20, 1926, in Eclectic, Ala. He
had retired from the U.S.
Army after sei ving twenty.
years, and had attended El
Paso Community College. He
and his wife, Marianna, Who
survives, were married June
1955, in Germany.
Survivors include his wife;
two sons, Tony and Ernest
Shucraft, and three
daughters, Sonja, Elizabeth,
and Rose„ all of Colorado
Springs; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude N. Shucraft,
Thompson, Ga.; three sisters,
Mrs. Julian Warren, Murray„
-Mrs. Rudolph Anthony,
----Washington, Ga. anti Mrs.
William Paschall, Appling,
Ga.
The funeral was held
Wednesday, November 16, at
noon at the Evergreen
Funeral Home Chapel with
Chaplain John Sargeant of-
ficiating. Burial was in Fort






_The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the -Rev,
Lawson Williamson speak at
both the eleven a. m. and
atv,en worstiip services
on Sunday, November 20.
Raymond Matheny, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services._
" "Let's :Nit Praise The
Lord" will be the selection by
the Adult Choir, directed-by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
It the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ.
The church will receive the
Childeare offering on Sunday,
but the people will continue to
give during. the. month of ao
November. - - -
The youth will Meet at 5:-30
p. m. Sunday for practic0 and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice. Sunday School will be at
ten a. m. and Church Training
at six p. m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Susie Cathey, Sylvia
Dalton, and Kathryn Starks.
The church will meet with
Oak Grove and Salem at
Salem on Wednesday at seven
p. m. for the Thanksgiving
service.
local Dance Teachers
And Students Are At
Nashville Meeting
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, Miss
Kay Taylor, and Miss Sandra
Stom, local dancing teacher's
in the West Kentucky and
West Tennessee aieàáte
Wednesday; Funeral attending the -&-iithern
Association of Dance Masters
. • -being held at the Hilton Air-
To_Be_bn SaturdaviCet____Lnk Nashvilli_i:Th, this 
Mrs. Lillie Paschall, age 91,
died Wednesday about five
p.m. at the Crestview Nursing
Home, Paris, Tn. She was a
resident of Route Two,
Puryear, Tn.
The deceased and her late
husband, John C. Paschall,
owned and operated a grocery
store 'at Jones Mill, Tn., for
many years. Born March 23,
THINK!
TO LEARN TO FORGET
For&etfulness is not psaally regartkd a virtue:. A letter.
that should have been mailed.. .An item that Should have been
purchased.. .An engagement overlooked.
However, you must forget slights... Discourteous acts by
Shers...111e. tiPle Yourtritals let you down.
You must forget your failures as you try again.
God's unique forgetfulness can guide you to forget
properly. Through obedience to Jesus (John 105*) You can
experietice God's forgiveness, which is another way of saying
that God has forgotten your shortcomings.".. .But one thing I
do, forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what
lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize.. .in Christ




Joanna Adams, food service
director for the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the lunchrooms
at the various schools for the
week of November 21 to 23.
School will not be in session on







beans, bun, and iced cup cake;
Tuesday-soup with crackers,
pimento chesse sandwich,
celery sticks, bread, and
butter cookies; Wednesday-
turkey and dressing .and
gravy, English peas, candied
yams, cranberry sauce, rolls,
and-jellr•
C ALLOW AY HIGH
-Monday-cheeseburgerr
tuna salad or sandwich, roast
beef and gravy, vegetables,
salads, fruit plate, bun, bread,
rolls, peanut butter pie, and
pears; Tuesday-hambur-
gers, thin sliced beef sand-
wich, ravioli, vegetables,
salads, chef salad, bun, rolls,
apple cheese chill, and ice 
Be Featured At
cream: - --Wedensday
hamburgers, sloppy joea, Kirksey Church
turkey and dressing,
vegetables, salads, fruit plate,1886, in Calloway County, she
bun, rolls, cookie, and. pum-was the daughter of the late 
pkin pie
: , -
James Deering and Sarah Humane Society will
Matheny Deering. She MURRAY CITY
married Mr. Paschall in n0'7 See Film .At Meeting-- Glinda Jefffey,od sertice
and he died on September 26,
1962. The Humane 
Society of
Calloway County. will meet at...
Mrs. Paschall is survived by the C,alloway Public Library
three 'nephews, Francis, on Monday,, November 21, at.
James, ant! Grover Deeringii-p-.--m.--
who were reared in her home. A film, "Dogs Don't Eat
She also is survived by two Grapes," will be shown.
other nephews, Hubert and Refreshments will be served.
Captola Deering, and a niece, The public is cordially in-
Mrs. Beulah Burk; and two vited, according to Dr. Keith
brothers, Burt Deering, Route. -Heim, president of the society..
Three, Paris, Tn., and Luther
Deering, Murray Route One. LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.8,
The. funeral will be held • - - -down u.o.
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn. Burial
will follow in the Paschall
Cemetery.
weekend.
Don Farnworth of New York
City will be the ballet master.
Ron Daniels of Miami, Fla.,
will be the tap -jazz teacher.
Miss Christina Spann and
Miss Mary Lafser will attend
a student session.
The group will be ac-
companied by Dale Cochran_
and Chad Cochran.
The teachers recently *at-
tended sessions in Memphis,
Tn., and Louisville.
Below dam 310.3, down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2,
down 0.2.
Below dam 318.4, down 0.6.
Sunset 4:46. Sunrise 6:38....
director for the Murray City
Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms of
the various schools for the
week of. November 21 to„24_.
School will not be in -session





potatoes, peaches, and cookie;
Tuesday-ravioli, green
beans, mixed fruit, and
'rookie; • WedruiSday-- turkey
CORRECTION
Crisco in Owens Ad
Thursday Should Have
been 99` instead of 92c
Sealtest Ice Milk Should
have been Sealtest Ice Cream
We Regret These Errors




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




Air Products . . 2734
Am. Motors. .   4 unc
Ashland Oil 3036 -36-
A. T. & T. 6036 unc
Ford Motor Co 44LJ-4
Gen, Dynamics 49'. unc
Geri. Motors 6616 uric
Gen. Tire   2336 unc
Goodrich ....   224,
Gulf oii  27,..
Lam • 259"9 +I%
Pennwalt 355,- +.4
Quaker Oats ..... 22L. +16
Tappan 736 unc
Western Union  17L6
Zenith Radio, 
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDI', -toiler- turrl011041 TO 4101.1-cWiE&
Times by First of Michigan, Corp . of
Murray, are as follows.
Heublein Inc  um.
Mc Donalds Corp 50
Ponderosa Systems ' 15L. unc
KimberlyClark 40 +
Union Carbide. 42..
W R. Grace 28.4 L.
Texaco  2736
General Flee 51'6 +L.
GAF Corp  10'. 4-








FRESH FLORIDA FRUIT & PECANS
( Delivered from Florida to Farm Bureau Office Week of Dec. 12 )
Oranges 4/5 bu $7.50 _
Grapefruit 4/5 bu.) $6.00
Tangelo 1 4/5 bu $6.50
H.D. Orange Juice $20.00 case'
H.D. Grapefruit $15.35 cast
(Case 24/12 oz cans




and dressing, green peas,





fruit or peaches, and cookie;
Tuesday-sloppy Joe or pizza,
corn, mixed fruit or gelatin,
and cookie; Wednesday-
turkey and dressing_ -_ or--
hamburger, green peas;
cranberry sauce, 'pineapple




bequed chicken sandwich, hot
tamale casserole, ham-
burgers, hot dogs, chef salad,
fruits., and ge tahles;.
Tuesday-choice. of pizza,
ham sandwich, hamburger,
hot dogs, chef salad, fruits,
and vegetables; Wednesday--
ehoiee-of turkey and dressing;
ravioli, hamburger, hot dogs,
chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables.
Poplar Spring To
The Young and Spiritual
Singers of, Poplar Spring
BaptistChurch will present a
program during the evening
worship service at Kirksey
Baptist Church. They vrill
present their testimony
through two programs-of song
and a skit entitled "Campus
Masquerade."
-Members nf the group in-
clude Terry Byerly, Thomas
Jones, Harry Fannin, Richard
Daniels, Janet Byerly, Bar-




McCuiston, Karen Byerly, and
Barbie Matto'.
Youth directors are Wayne
and FranciS-Garrison. Ruth
Ann Futrell is choir director
with Carol Kelly as pianist and
Hazel Jean Brandon as-
organist.
, The Rev. Danny Guess,
pastor of the Kirksey Baptist
Church, invites the public to
attend the 5:45 p.m. Church






Service will .be held Sunday,
November 20, at seven p.m. at
the Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene near Kirksey.
Participating churches will
be the Kirksey, Cole's Camp
Ground, Mt. Carmel, Mt.
Hebron, Goshen, and Cold-
water United Methodist
Churches, the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, and the Locust Grove
Nazarene Church.
The Rev. A. J. Terry of the
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will' be
the speaker. Refreshments
will be served and the public is
invited, a spokesman said.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Ser. ve
November 18.1977...
Kt-ntocky Purchase- Area FiVat Mar6et •
Report Inetorles 7 amine St./hi-ins _.
Receipts Act 958 Est 890 Bartow, &
Gilts 75 higher Sows steady 50 lower
instances weak to 1 00 lower
t1S 1.2 200-23011)s 139 A-n -so
US 1.3 200.240 lbs - $30 50-39 on
US 2-4 240-260 Ills $.Tl 50-101 50
US 3-4 280-2/0 lbs. . . $38 50-37 50
Sows
US 1.2 270.150Ibs - 110 50-31 50
ITS 1 -3 300-400 lbs. . $29.q0-30 00
US 1-3 401115011g7 $30 0011 50
US 2-3 300-500 I he $21 no-yi 00
Roars 24 041-25.00fow up to 26.00
• • '. 4.;
State Supreme Court Reaffirms
Paducah'DeepThroat'Convictions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Supreme Court
today affirmed the convictions
of the Owner _and two employes
of a Paducah theater on a
charge of showing the movie
•'Deep Throat."
In a unanimous opinion, the
seven justices said they have
viewed the film and that its
•'story line consists entirely of
the sexual activities of Miss
Linda Lovelace."
-We failed to find any
serious literary, artistic,
political or scientific value in
this motion picture," Justice
Scott Reed wrote. _
-We therefore agree with
the jury's conclusion that this
exhibited, material was ob-




The case dates to April 12,
1974 when Paducah law en-
foiceiluent officers saw--t
Jewish Leader Says
picture at the Fourth Street
Cinema_ and confiscated the
film.-
Later, police seized more
copies of the movie and made
arrests.
Eventually, the Western
CorPo, operator of the theater,
was convicted and fined 81,000
on each of four charges.
The jury was unable to
agree on the guilt of the
theater manager and-
projectionist and charges
against them later were
dropped. 
Thehigh court struck down
all of the arguments in West-
ern's appeal - ranging from
technicalities to alleged viola-
tions of constitutional rights.
In ahother case, the high
court -grappled with a new
stage in litigation involving
Lexington-Fayette County ur-
ban governMent.
The justices recalled an ear-
lier decision in which they
-held that 'urban government
KKK Grows On
Slick PR Program
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
Ku Klux Klan is growing after
a decade of decline as it
switches from heated, anti-
black rhetoric to slick public
relations, says the Anti-Defa-
mation League of B'nai B'rith.
' For the first time since the
late 1960s, there has been an
.increasein.lclaRmsmbership




The membership of three
major KKK factions has risen
about 20 percent in two years
and now totals about 8,000,
compared to 6,500 klansmen in




The ADL Offices around the
country monitor the activities
of the Klan and other groups
considered anti-Jewish - and
estimate the number of
members and supporters,- -
KXtlEaER. IF YOsIT) CARE .
TO TAKE A 554T IN THE
BAR I'M SURE LL rip.11E





(Continued From Page 1 j
-Learn to be grateful.
-Learn how to become
inspired.
-Learn to become com-
mitted to what you are doing.
-Learn how to sacrifice,
your mind and your body.
Hutson said a player can still
work and play football at the
same time, hut-he musl-be
able to make that sacrifice.
-Learn to be humble.
Never forget God.
.."There was this guy named
John and he was the meanest,
the most low-downed, the
most drunked person I'd ever
met. When he was in school at
Memphis State, he used to just
grab people out of their cars
and beat them up. He was so
bad that in the book by Larry
Csonka ancL,Jim Kiick (the
book about the Miami Dolphin
dynasty), there was- a whole-
chapter devoted to him.
One day I came home and
my wife told me he had
changed. I couldn't believe it,
I'd have to see it for myself. A
few weeks later, he came.by.
and he came in preaching. All
he wanted to talk about was
Jesus.
"It's been three or four
years now and it's still the
same. The only way you can
ever change people is through
God. Remember, you have to
have somebody to lean on and
it has to be God, there's no
other way," Hutson concluded
as he ended his inspiring
speech.
Coach Outland introduced
his two assistant coaches.
Billy Nix and Joe Stonecipher,
along with the elementary
school coaches. Represen-
tatives of the frosh,
sophomore and junior classes
presented each high school




several factors, including the
rise of David Duke as a leader
of one Klan faction.
"Duke is extraordinarily.
clever in manipulating the
media," Suall said. "He tones
4ownigtxtesitor_ public con-
sumption, and he is
beinggiven platforms all over
the United States.
"The impression has been
spread around that there's
been a national resurgence in
the Klan and that it is now
respectable to be a member of
the Klan."
Duke, a_27-ifix-old,college
graduate and imperial wizard
of the totifiiana-based
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
has attracted national media
attention as -a new treed" of
klansinan.
.floweverpattsaid Dukes
organization, like other KKK
groups, continues to be
militantly anti-black and anti-
Jewish.
Suall said another factor
contributing to the growth its
Klan's exploitation of Amer-
ica's current race-related is-
sues, such as busing, crime,
unemployment and af-
firmative action.
However, Suall said the
Klan's current strength is
slight compared to the height
of the civil rights movement in
the mid-1960s, when the ADL
estimated about 40,000 active
klangrnen.
The ADL official said the
KKK fell into decline largely
because it failed to in its at-
tempt to defend segregation in
the South.
Internal bickering also took
its toll, Suall said, as splinter
groups broke away from the
Alabama-based United Klans
of America, headed by Robert
Shelton.
• Shelton's organization must
new compete with Duke's
group and the Indiana-based
Confederation of Independent
Orders of the Invisible
Empire, Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan.
The ADL estimates .that the
United Klans of America re-
mains the largest group with
3,4)00 to 4,000 members. The
confederation has 2,000 to
3,000 members and Duke's
faction has about 1,000
members, Suall said.
Suall added that Klan
sympathizers now total about
40,000 and that the movement
has made progress in bran-
ching out from its southern
base, showing growth on the
Eastern Seaboard and in
border states.
States where the Klan has
increased membership in!




Texas and California, Suall
said.





































was not a city and therefore
escapes certain limitations
under the state Constitution.
-Abe- latest challenge, filed
by William C, Jacobs and
other county taxpayers, is
whether, in that event, the
urban government can impose
property taxes higher than 50
cents per 1,140_of assessed
valuation. •
That is the ceiling for coun-
ties, but not for cities, which
can impose a levy as high -as-
11.50.
"It is this ghost which we
conjured -up that is back to
haunt us," Justice Robert
Lukowsky said in -the unani-
mousopinion.
The merger plan of the
urban county government
provides for three service
districts.
The high__court_r_ulecl in
effect that the property taxes
for them could vary according
to services provided -even if
the taxes exceed the limit for
counties and. rise to _ that
allowed for cities.
"To shackle this new struc-
ture, which was ereated to
give more efficient services,
with the advalorem tax rates
of a 'county would defeat the
purpose of its creation,"
Lukowsky wrote.
-- "fit would reduce) its
sources of revenue to a level
adequate only to provide the
limited services of a county or
special district," he added.
At the same' dme-,"the high
court said rates must remain
uniform on personal property
taxes, such as on automobiles.





. ACROSS - 4 Poker stake
1 Pertaining- 5 Raised
6, mlootrhee u n 6 Colorful bird









t 5 South 13 Tran6acRons
9 Greek letter
12 Dug out





























34 Bars legally 45 Short jacket
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Bel-Air Shopping Center,
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
SORRY .tdi
_DON'T *ACCEPT I
RE5ERVATION2)
